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Introduction 

M1CHAEL GREEN 

On the wall near Tlly office at the Community College of Southern Nevada, 
a poster says, flWhen you dismiss Women's Studies as a 'Man-Bashing,' 'Left
Wing/ 'Lesbian' ideology, YOU dismiss your 1110ther, your daughter, your 
sister, your grandlnothel~ your niece, your wife, and all your fenlale friends. 
That, and you have failed to understand what WOlnen's Studies really is." We 
make no grandiose c1ainl that when you have finished reading this issue of the 
Nevada Historical Society Quarterly you will understand women's history. But 
we hope that you will have an appreciation of the richness of the subject and 
its iInportance to N ev ada l s history. 

For far too long, WOTllen's history was little Tll0re than a footnote to the wider 
spectruln of Atllerican history. For the ll10st part, history was the story of rich 
white rnen, written by rich white nlen, taught by rich white lllen to rich white 
men. Wonlen 111ay have been half of the population, if not more, but when a 
wornan showed up in history books and classes, her job was to serve as the loving 
wife and rnother who lnade possible the greabless of her husband or sons (111any 
of them nalned Ada111S and hailing from Massachusetts) or the harridan whose 
husband or sons overcanle the problems she created and achieved greabless 
(when in doubt, blame Mary Lincoln). The occasional Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
or Susan B. Anthony popped up, but nlore often as a sidebar to the exciting life 
of Chester Arthur, even after Arthur had left the presidency in 1885. 

In the 1960s, social protests affected higher education, and that meant lllore 
than student demonstraHons. Students wanted- denlanded-a curricuh.lTll 
that reflected their lives, and they had grown up in a tinle of intellectual and 
poJitical fernlent. While the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his allies 
had led a 1110venlent for black civil rights, the publication of Betty Friedan's The 
Ferninine Mystique nlarked a turning point in the story of WOlnen' s rights. More 
schools began offering courses in American social history taught by professors 
who wrote extensively about that history- and not just the old-fashioned kind 
that examined what the neighborhood was like around Mount Vernon, but the 
"new social history," which tried to reconstruct the lives of slaves and freed 
blacks, wonlen, Chinese railroad workers, hard-rock 111iners, and others who 
had been largely lost to hjstory. That process is continuing. 
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The sarne is true of Nevada. Much of its history relnajns to be written, 
from biographies of significant public figures to histories of Inining towns and 
railroads. The area most in need of attention is social history, and the story of 
Nevada's WOlnen cries out to be told and analyzed. Many inside and outside 
of Nevada have been working to rectify that situation, from Ann,e Howard's 
biography of women's-rights advocate Anne Martin to the volUlne on Comstock 
women edited by Ron James and Elizabeth Raynlond, with a growing supply 
in between. What follows are SOlne of the results. 

This issue of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly features five articles related 
to the history of Nevada women. They include a leading scholar's account of 
developing source Inaterial for her research, an exan1ination of what the craft 
of quilting has lueant to Nevada women and what it tells us about theIn, and a 
series of biographical essays profiling a Reno journalist, a Las Vegas pioneer, and 
a daughter of the nlob who grew up to write about the people who populated 
her past and told US a great deal about herself in the process. In the future, we 
hope to publish lllore special issues on a variety of topics-and n10re on the 
lives of important Nevadans, whatever their socioeconomic status, their part 
of the state, or their gender. 



From the Ground Up 
Building Archival Sources for the 
History of Women in Las Vegas 

JOANNE L. GOODWIN 

How do you "write women back into history" when no sources exist to do 
so? How do you define a gender analysis of the presumably most sexed-up 
city in the United States when you cannot compare the historical experiences 
of men and women? Thosc were the questions I faced a number of years ago 
in Las Vegas as 1 began to teach women's history. 

I had no intention of involving myself in these problelTIs in 1991 as a ncwly 
arrived assistant professor of women's history at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. Frankly, it didn't occur to me that it would be necessary. My research 
interests revol ved around twentieth-century social policy and a gender analy
sis of the formation of the United States welfare state, which had led me into 
the archives of SOlne of the most distinguished libraries in the country. But 
as I prepared for my graduate seminar on WOlllcn's history and reviewed the 
sources available in the UNLV library's special collection department/ I found 
few lnanuscript sources, and those that were accessible were in disarray. I felt 
myself transported back two decades when as an undergraduate J looked for 
information on the history of women in the arts from my college professors. In 
the early 1970s, the explanations my professors gave for the absence of women 
in history were simple and nladdening: "They produced nothing of real signifi
cance" or "we simply do not know llluch about them." But two decades later, 
our consciousness was supposed to have changed, along with library holdings. 

Joanne Goodwin is associate professor of history at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. Her research and teaching interests are in twentieth century United States his
tory, with a specialization in women and gender history. Dr. Goodwin's publications 
include: Gender and the Politics of Welfare Reform (University of Chicago Press, 1997) and 
the Encyclopedia of Women in American History, 3 vols. (2002). She currently directs the 
Las Vegas Women Oral History Project and the Women's Research Institute of Nevada, 
a statewide prograrn. 
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Scholarship on the history of wonlen in all regions and tirne periods had grown 
exponentially in the intervening years. Most students attending institutions of 
higher learning had the opportunity to learn about the WOlllen, as well as the 
men/ who contributed to United States history. The situation seelned unac
ceptable for a city as exciting as Las Vegas at the end of the twentieth century. I 
believed I would be complicit in the invisibility of WOlllen in the history of the 
city if I did not do something to change the situation. Yet, I was a new faculty 
rnenlber with new courses to teach/ research to publish/ and a new culture to 
understand. It took a couple of years for the opportunity to arise that would 
allow those changes to take place. 

My desire to fill the void that existed in sources on Las Vegas WOlllen callle 
fnJ111 my training as a historian of women. I have discovered more recently that 
the creation of archives on women has its own esteemed historical trajectory
one that accollnts for the very best collections in the country. The Arthur and 
Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Won len in America at Radcliffe 
College and the Sophia Smith Collection at Smith College in Northampton/ Mas
sachusetts, owe the origins of their lllanuscript collections to the efforts of Mary 
Ritter Beard and others who wanted to preserve the records of early twentieth
century felninists and their cmnpaigns for birth control, international peace, and 
wOlllcn'S rights. Beard/s ll'lotivation for creating an archive on wOlnen's lives 
can be sUlnlllarized by her COllllllents to a colleague, "Without docunlents; no 
history. Without history; no Inemory. Without nlenlory; no greahless. Without 
greatness; no progress alnong women." I The field of WOlllen's history that 
exploded in the 1970s would have had a lot less docunlentation from which to 
write books and articles without those collections.2 As distinguished as they 
are/ those two northeastern repositories had to set lirnits on what they col
lected, and I11ade it abundantly clear that regional or topical collections also 
were needed. Texas Woman's University also wanted to preserve doctunents 
on the lives of WOlnen leaders. It claims the oldest archive/ established in 1932, 
the first in Texas and the Southwest. 

The wonlen's Inovement of the 1970s created not only a demand for the 
identification of collections for research, but also an outpouring of support for 
funding women's collections. By the early 1990s, the Schlesinger Library had 
identified seventy-eight repositories with significant collections on wonlen, and 
a second wave of collection building was occurring across the United States, 
with an additional fifteen archives identified between 1990 and 2000.3 For 
exanlple, the Duke University Women/s Archives and Special Collections, the 
Oklahoma State University Library Wonlen's Archives, and the Iowa WOlnen/s 
Archive continue to expand their specific collecting areas on WOlllen. In addition, 
nlunerous collections focus on professions, organizations, or specific groups.4 
The Nevada Wonlcn's Archives at UNLV follows the model established by the 
lllajor research universities' archives; yet, the state and its population made the 
process and results original. 
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Archives hold the doculnentary sources fr0111 which histories of people and 
place are written. While this definition sounds neutrat the creation of archives 
reflects the sentiments and values of the societies that create them. Archives 
privilege some types of doclllnentary sources over others- for example, letters 
and papers over oral accounts. Sinlilarly, the value of one collection over an
other often is linked to the value of the public activity undertaken by the donor. 
Politics, law, and bUt:liness have been treasured areas while h0111es, clubs, and 
fanlilial relations have been seen as marginal. The twentieth-century movement 
to identify and build WOl1len's archives challenged the almost cOlnplete male 
exclusivity that had existed in archives and the invisibility of women as actort:l in 
history. All archives set collecting standards, and the archivists for the younger 
collections ha ve had a greater opportunity to think about inclusiveness and 
build diversity into their collections. This certainly was the case in Las Vegas. 
Nevertheless, happenstance and idiosyncrasy still would deternline in part the 
collections that were acquired.s 

This article describes the efforts that a handful of valued colleagues and 1 
have taken to collect and preserve wornen's history in Las Vegas and sou th
ern Nevada. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas, has housed a branch of 
the Nevada Women's Archives since 1994. In addition, working through the 
history depart111ent I began the Las Vegat:l Wonlen Oral History Project. Not 
every historian has the need or opportunity to participate in the construction 
of such a body of sources. Bui]ding these sources Inay not have proven a Slnart 
career move, since it took me away fro111 publication of research nlore national 
in focus, but it has proven to be a renlarkably interesting journey. Both entities 
will provide generations to C0111e with lnaterial sources from which to study 
and quet:ltion wOlnen's participation in society and culture.6 

THE N EVADA WOMEN'S ARCHNES 

It is frequently said about Las Vegat:l that the city does not value its history. 
That all too often has been the case when one uses building preservation as 
evidence, but it changes when talking about the people of the city. For exanlple, 
individual women rarely kept their own papers, but avidly preserved the records 
of their clubs and organizations. This 111ay illustrate a tendency to 111inimize 
their individual importance while celebrating their collective efforts. In addition, 
they appear to have kept papers, not becaut:le they planned to donate theln to 
archives, but because they recognized the need to carry their own int:ltitutional 
history forward, as if to say, "we were here, and we did these things for the 
people of our cOlnmunity." 

The Nevada Wornen/s Archives at UNLV began because two historians of 
WOlllen Inet. Jean Ford began the cmnpaign, and T kept up the 11101nentum. 
Jean Ford was a fonner state legislator, a self-taught instructor of Nevada 
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Nevada Women's Archives group on an outing at Red Rock Canyon near Las Vcgas, 
Dccclnbcr 1997. (L to R) Joyce Marshall Moore, Carol Corbett, Jean Ford, and 
Joanne Goodwin. (Photo courtesy of the author) 

WOlllen's history and politics, and an inspiration to a generation of WOlnen 
who participated in the renaissance of women's civic activism during the 1970s 
and 1980s. She had the ability to inspire others to join with her to accomplish 
major refornlS. She did this l11any times throughout her life, from helping to 
establish the Clark County public library in Las Vegas, to preserving Red Rock 
Canyon, to building the political skills of dozens, if not hundreds, of women 
across the state. Ford lived in Las Vegas for n1any years while she reared her 
fan1i1y, worked as a volunteer in nunlerous organizations, and won election to 
the state legislature. After leaving elective politics, she moved to Reno and was 
respected and well known in both cities. While living in Reno and teaching at 
the University of Nevada, Reno, Ford conducted research in women's history 
and persuaded the director of UNR's special collections department to identify 
which of its holdings contained materials useful for writing the history of women 
in the state. In 1992 and subsequently~ she worked with the departlnent to add 
collections from individual women and organizations, ca11ing the collection the 
Nevada Women's Archives (NWA). 
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During the late spring and sun1n1er of 1994, Ford visited UNLV to assess 
the prospects of building a southern branch of the NWA. If support existed, 
she would work with the university to build a southern collection. If it did not 
exist, she would encourage individuals to send their papers and collections to 
UNR, where she knew that they would be preserved. Two of 111Y history col
leagues, Sue Fawn Chung and Gene Moehring, brought me into the project. 
As I saw it, the plan was desperately needed for teaching and research. If we 
did not find a way for UNLV to adopt the idea, local resources would go to 
Reno, an eight-hour drive froDl Las Vegas, and the cOlnlnunity would probably 
never again have the opportunity to build such a repository. If we succeeded 
in convincing the administration of its value, not only would UNLV gain, but 
the system of archives that Ford envisioned would provide a representative 
collection of lllanuscripts. 

A working group of faculty fronl the history and anthropology departments 
and the library formed to discuss the particulars and develop a plan of action 
with Ford's leadership.7 Sin1ilar to Ollr forerunners at other universities, we 
knew that we wanted to avoid 111arginalizing a won1en's collection. In fact, our 
goal was quite the opposite-to build into an existing repository additional 
collections that focused on women's lives. We wanted to counteract the charge 
that WOlnen were not included in Las Vegas history because there was a lack 
of evidence about their lives or about their contributions. At the same tilne, we 
wanted to identify the holdings as a unique collection. In this way, we could 
avoid the invisibility of women's lives that can occur when sources are lost 
in the papers of a husband or family. We also wanted to avoid the tendency 
to collect only fronl the economic and political elite by designing a deliberate 
acquisition plan that was conscious of Inany forms of diversity. The working 
group set out to define the description of the collecting areas, the differences 
between the collections at UNLV and UNR, and the guidelines and criteria 
for the collections. At the end of this long process, I drafted (and Jnany others 
revised) a proposal for the support of a Nevada W01l1en's Archives at UNLV. 
Matt Simon, then the library dean, with the persuasion of his associate dean, 
Myoung-ja Lee Kwon, endorsed the idea and set in 111otion the necessary steps 
to officially begin our work. 

In August 1994, the NWA at UNLV officially debuted with the following 
statement of its goals: 

UN LV has the potential to hold a substantial collection, in addition to 
existing collections, of research resources on southern Nevada women. The 
project is tied to a state-wide effort to coordinate repositories of sources 
and provide electronic access to materia 1s. As such, it shares the mission of 
the UNR Archive "to collect, preserve, and provide research access to in1-
portant collections of papers and records of Nevada women and women's 
organizations past and present on a local, regionat and state-wide level." 
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This collection has specific benefits for students and faculty at UNL~ but 
its significance reaches beyond the university to the con1n1unity and to the 
region .... This collection's focus on the lives of women in Las Vegas and 
southern Nevada holds tremendous value for those writing the history of 
southern Nevada wOlllen.8 

The dean of libraries launched the NWA with a small library fund that would 
pay for a part-time archivist. Carol Corbett held that position frOlll Septelnber 1994 
through June 1997. During the first year she worked one day a week and afterward 
increased to three days a week. Corbett, a resident of Las Vegas since 1969, served 
on the Nevada State Historical Records Advisory Board and worked in the office 
of the Clark County Recorder. Through both positions she developed an interest 
in archives and attended the Western Archives Instihlte in 1988. Recently retired 
froln the county, she considered the archivist job after being reassured that she 
would be able to consult with the archivist at UNR, Susan Searcy. Ford/s funding 
canle fro.Tn grants from the Library Services and Construction Act (adnlinistered 
by the Nevada State Library and Archives) between January 1995 and August 
1995, and from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission 
fro III July 1995 to April 1997.9 

By Augustl a small office in the special collections deparhnent had been secured 
for Ford and Corbett. They shared one desk, a computer, and a phone. Their long
standing friendship and a division of duties made the arrangelnent workable. Ford 
used her contacts an10ng W()lnen in the worlds of forn1al and infornlal politics to 
let people know abou t the archives and to secure their papers. Corbett had the 
job of assessing the existing holdings of the entire special collections deparbnent 
to determine which collections n1ight provide infonnation about won1en/s lives. 
This involved the enorlllOUS task of surveying all the collections, with or without 
collection inventories, then creating a unique inventory for the NWA. Both Ford 
and Corbett worked without the assistance of a director of special collections. The 
prior director had retired, and the state froze the position. Corbett's trenlendous 
experience proved invaluable since no other staff working in the department at 
that tlnle had any training in collection organization. Nevertheless, her funding 
for just one day a week made the work slow going. 

The archives of women community builders caIne from their storage places in 
garages, outdoor patiosl and conlers of offices. They were vulnerable to the ele
lnents of heat insects, and the occasional desert downpour. These papers were 
also vulnerable to the life span of the individual archivist. If the records of a civic 
organization rested in the storage bins of the octogenarian historian for the group, 
and she died, luck rather than any plan would dictate whether those records were 
thrown away or lnoved to another men1ber' s hOlne. In a city where attics were rare 
'-ll1d basetnents a lnlost nonexistentl it was hard to find someone willing to house and 
care for archives. Ford's appeal to the conununity to donate papers targeted two 
needs: that of caring for organizationalluaterials and of building a repository. 
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By March 1995, the NWA was officially opened to the Las Vegas community. 
Ford coordinated the opening with a celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary 
of women's suffrage, a nlove that brought her friends and co-workers in the 
nonpartisan League of WOll1en Voters, as well as an all-star cast of elected of
ficials, to special collections to hear the past, present, and future of the Nevada 
Wonlen's Archives. Corbett produced an inventory of approximately two hun
dred collections with viable 111aterials from which histories could be written. lO 

Ford's influence in the community began to bring in new collections. Major 
organizations such as the League of Women Voters, Planned Parenthood, the 
Nevada Nurses Association! and SoroptiInists International had either donated 
or were in the process of donating their papers. The working group had ac
complished the first stage of its goat with staff hired and procedures in place. 
S0l11e members retired while others renlained on the NWAAdvisory Board to 
keep the process of acquisition and processing moving along. 

The second stage of work on the archives involved organizing collections 
so that they could be used for research. Corbett's work identified existing col
lections and gave the board the opportunity to prioritize theln for processing, 
while FOf<.i! s efforts began to bring in new collections. At thc tirne, the special 
collections department had no manuscript curator and a Slllall staff. No library 
funds existed for hiring or training staff to process the enormous backlog of 
collections. The working group, which had bcconle the NWAAdvisory Board, 
set out to assist the deparhllent by finding manuscript processors. 

Ingenuity and the generosity of history faculty eased this process. For several 
semesters, Eugene Moehring and Sue Fawn Chung lent their graduate assistants 
to the Nevada Women's Archives to assist in processing collections. The history 
department's generosity to the library continued through 1998. In addition, I 
supervised several students frOln the Women's Studies program, who took 
their internships at the special collections departInent processing NWA collec
tions.n Corbett trained and supervised all the students even though she was 
still on a one-day schedule. Many of the collection guides in the NWA bear the 
nanles of the student processors fn.nl1 the history de partnl en t or the women's 
studjes program. In 1995, when the special collections departnlent hired a new 
director, Peter Michet he offered thc course IIModern Archives: Theory and 
Methodology." This type of arrangenlcnt sustained the rnOJllentUl11 to organize 
collections in the NWA; however, neither the library nor the public history 
prograrn developed an internship that would provide consistent processing 
for any of the collections. 

By 1998, Ford ended her formal relationship with the NWA and redirected 
her energies to create the Nevada Women/s I-listory Project. Shortly thereafter, 
Carol Corbett retired and Elizabeth Warren, a longtinle historian of southern 
Nevada who had been deeply involved in historic preservation, took her place 
for a short while. Without a new investnlcnt by the library, the future of the 
NW A relnained unclear. 
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The third stage of institutionalizing the archives canie when the library hired 
a manuscript curator. The Nevada Women's Archives Advisory Board had tried 
for years to convince the library administration tha t a position was needed to 
specifically address curatorial issues. While we wanted a position entirely for 
the NWA, we realized that achieving that hope was unlikely. The board did 
succeed, however, in 111aking the NWA's lnaintenance and development one 
of the job assignlnents of the curator. The Advisory Board continued to meet 
to plan the future growth of the archives, to facilitate the curator's transition 
in the job, and to meet with another new hire, the library dean. 

Over the course of five years, the special collections department changed 
fr0111 offering a handful of identifiable collections on women to being able to 
provide nearly two hundred collections, SOlne of which have finding aids. In 
addition, those collections uncovered by Corbett were often s111all, but several 
of the collections solicited by Ford were significant. Today, the N"WA contains 
ll1anuscripts, photographs, and oral histories that provide researchers substan
tive documentation on the townswonlen and ranch families who helped to start 
Las Vegas at the beginning of the twentieth century; on professional wonien 
who by lnid century worked as teachers, businesswolnen, and journalists; 
and on the organizations in which women invested volunteer hours to build 
the community. Researchers documenting the social politics of the 1970s and 
1980s will benefit trell1endously frOln organizational papers such as those of 

Ilecl 
EMILIE N :. 

DISTRICT JUDGE 
De:partment VIII 

~ It's 1'ime for aQualifiedWom,an ~ 

En1ilie N. Wanderer opened the first law practice headed by a woman in Las Vegas 
in 1947. Her oral history is one exanlple of the history retrieved by the Las Vegas 
WaHlen Oral History Project. (Photo courtesy of Emilie N. Wanderer) 
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the League of Women Voters as well as those of individuals with Inembership 
in the organization. The League of Wonlen Voters played an instrumental role 
in legal cases challenging housing and educational segregation. The NWA also 
houses the oral histories of menlbers active in the local chapter of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Individuals and orga
nizations involved in the WOlnen's movement in Nevada have donated their 
papers, and plans are under way to acquire the papers of the first shelter for 
battered women, Sa feN est, and the first agency to assist women who had been 
raped, Community Action Against Rape. The Nevada Women's Archives at 
UNLV continue to grow through the acquisition of lllanllscripts and collection 
of ora] histories. 

With the hiring of a 111anuscript curator responsible for the Nevada Women's 
Archives, the Advisory Board ended its formal relationship with the libraIYt 
while individuals continued to assist with the acquisition of collections. This 
transition enabled me to devote a greater alnount of time to an offshoot of the 
archives, a program that was inspired by graduate students in the history de
partment-the Las Vegas WOlnen Oral History Project. 

THE LAS VEGAS WOMEN ORAL HISTORY PROJECT 

Those of us who worked on the Nevada Women's Archives at the Univer
sity of Nevada, Las Vegas, knew that manuscript collections represented only 
a small part of the documentation on women's lives. In addition, many of the 
people who had built Las Vegas still lived in town. The statewide ora] history 
program funded through the state legislahne and located at the University of 
Nevada, Reno, had been unable to collect as aggressively as we had hoped in 
southern Nevada. We wanted to expand the collection of oral histories in the 
state to include more southern Nevadans in generat and WOlllen specifically 
because their contributions had been overlooked. One need only contemplate 
how knowledge is produced and the need for sources to produce that knowledge 
to realize the vital nature of literally preserving more voices. This understanding 
motivated a nunlber of us to work harder and at a more furious pace. 12 

While Jean Ford conducted exploratory research to determine what corporate 
or philanthropic foundations, if any, 11light be prospects for an oral history proj
ect at UNLV, two initiatives by students in my women's history courses proved 
most helpful. In October 1994, Judy Habbeshaw, the daughter of Thalia Dondero 
(the first woman elected to the Clark County Board of COl1lffiissioners) took my 
class and worked on oral history. She began discllssing the Nevada Women's 
Archives with her mother and encouraging her to serve on the NWAAdvisory 
Board to assist with collection development. Together, mother and daughter cre
ated a list of potential interviewees. In the spring of 1995, two history graduate 
students approached me for assjstance in conducting interviews with women in 
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the gaIning industry. Kill1 Beach was a dealer and Joyce Marshall had worked 
for years in the city's casinos and hotels. The idea had great potential. It offered 
a unique contribution to local history, urban history, labor history, and women's 
history. Although 1 could not undertake this as a class project and consequently 
had to add it to ll1y other duties, it provided a great opportunity for interaction 
between the COll11nl.lnity of Las Vegas and the universi ty. 

The original teanl consisted of three graduate students and me. My back
ground in WOlllen's history, with a focus on elnployluent, politics, and refonn, 
guided us in the formation of the research design. Joyce Marshall continued with 
the project (although Kim Beach did not) and provided invaluable first-hand 
knowledge of Las Vegas and ganling as the only project 111en1ber who grew 
up wi th the city's gaming and hotel industries. Marshall worked in numerous 
casino and hotel jobs for 1110re than thirty years. Myoung-ja Lee Kwon, then the 
associa.te dean of the library and a doctoral student in the history departll1ent, 
had lived in Las Vegas since 1970. Her previous research on imlnigration and 
the developtnent of western C0111111unities gave her a solid foundation for her 
work on Asian perforrners and the develop111ent of the Korean COlll.lnunity 
in Las Vegas. She interviewed Sue Kill1 of the 11lusical group the Kim Sisters. 
Clay tee White conlpleted her lnasters degree at UNLV and went on to study 
for her doctorate at WillialTI and Mary College. Her interviews with lnen and 
WOlnen who ll1igrated fronl the Deep South to Las Vegas during the 1940s 
and 1950s filled a large gap in the history of lnigration fron1 the South to the 
western states. 

At the beginning of the project, none of us had oral history experience; how
ever, each student had a solid background in historica 1 research, and son1e had 
previous experience with interviews. I approached the University of Nevada 
Oral History Program to provide an initial workshop introducing the basic 
concepts of oral history. We opened it to anyone interested in the C01l1111unity 
and university and received a strong response. For additional training, I worked 
with the history departlllent to sponsor subsequent workshops with expert 
practi tioners. The next step was to research our subjects and practice intervie'w 
techniques. We originally planned on one-hour interviews, but soon discovered 
how brief that was and expanded the interviews as appropria.te. The history 
departrnent's first doctoral candidate, Dona Cearhart, became the first project 
assistant. She transcribed the audiotaped interviews and produced a full-text 
transcript. Then we conducted the audio edit, identifying areas for clarification, 
and the general text editing. 

The original project design called for interviews with W01l1en in gaming and 
entertainlnent who worked in the industry S0111etiIne between the 1940s and 
the 1980s. There was no book on the subject, let alone other resources for us 
to consult. We brought our own areas of expertise to the teall1 and learned the 
rest on the run. Building on individual interests and research design needs, our 
team of four devised the original plan for the interviews. 
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The Kinl Sisters, a popu lar entertainlnent group, with their 1110ther (far left). The first 
series of the Las Vegas Women Oral History Project focused on WOlnen in gaming 
and entertainnlent fronl the 1940s to the 19808. (Photo courtesy of the Kinz Sisters 
Collection, Special Collections Department, University of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

Since our original plan was to learn about the work experiences of WOll1en 
eInployed in the gaIning industry, we divided Ollr project into the four geo
graphic areas of work. These were (1) the back (~l the house (service workers 
in food preparation and housekeeping), (2) Nle floor (dealers and cocktail 
waitresses), (3) the showroom (dancers, entertainers, and showgirls), and (4) 
the managemen.t. We cOll1piled a set of core interview questions covering the 
world of work as well as social, familial, and cultural experiences. Because so 
little was known about the wonlen who caIne to work in Las Vegas, we added 
questions about their early history-their fanlilies and education- to get a 
better sense of who they were and how they became a part of the city. This 
set of questions provided the franlework for each intervicwel~ while allow
ing for flexibility and individual differences. We hoped that it would enable 
researchers to ll1ake comparisons between groups over tin1e. ln particular, the 
interviews sought to better understand the life course of w(nnen's work lives. 
By asking our subjects why they canle to the ci ty, how they conlbined work 
and fanlily, what opportunities they sa'w for WOll1cn, and how enlployment 
changed over tinle with the shift in ownership froll1 fanlilies, individuals, or 
snlall groups to corporations, the interviewers began to reconstruct the nar
ratives of wonlen's liveD. 
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In 1996, we received two iTnportant grants from the Nevada Hunlanities 
COlnmittee and the UNLV Foundation. Both groups understood the urgency of 
the project, which was underscored in nly proposal: "In a city that has looked 
Inore to the future than its past, it is time now while we still have the chance 
to collect people's narratives." The funding helped us get equiplnent and tran
scribe the interviews. 

The selection of wonlen to interview canle about in two ways. First, we invited 
specific individuals whose experiences illuminated a particular aspect of the 
history. For exalnplc, Joyce Marshall's interview with Ffolliott (Fluff) LeCoque 
documented the origins of the showroom spectacular with the opening of the 
Lido de Paris at the Stardust in 1958. My interview with Toni Clark, widow of 
Wilbur Clark, founder of the Desert Inn, covered the formative years of casino 
properties on the strip, including the 1950 opening of Clark's Desert Inn. Clau~ 

dine Williams and Nancy Houssels agreed to add their personal narratives about 
operating a casino and creating the first ballet theater in Las Vegas, respectively. 
The second method used to find subjects, comlnonly known as the "snowball 
technique," followed referrals fronl one subject to identify another. This nlethod 
worked very successfully for Clay tee White. She interviewed AfricanAnlericans 
who came to Las Vegas from the southern states during the 1940s and 1950s 
and worked prilnarily as housekeepers. These interviews led her to investigate 
the role of women in the CuHnary Union and the union's impact on the work 
experiences of her subjects. During the 1950s, work opportunities expanded 
as African-American WOlnen such as Anna Bailey and D. D. Cotton worked as 
entertainers in what was then a segregated showroom. A decade later, civil 
rights laws made it possible for women to enter management positions. Faye 
Todd, Faye Duncan Daniels, and Jackie Brantley broke the race barriers in this 
area of elnployment.ln retrospect, the cOlnbination of methods to select subjects 
was necessary.13 

After dozens of interviews, we began to identify some themes. The rapidly 
expanding tourist economy of nlid-twentieth-century Las Vegas provided 
flexible work conditions and better incomes (often from tips) than had been 
available to these women back henne. Regardless of their positions- African
American housekeeper, native-born Texan entertainer, or immigrant perfornler 
from Europe or Korea- narrators found in postwar Las Vegas the opportunity 
to work and to earn a living. The city's opportunities were mixed, however. 
This resort city retained segregationist practices in elnployment, recreation, and 
hOUSing well into the 1970s. A second theme that elnerged fronl the stories is 
that the sexualized context of free-wheeling Las Vegas neither corrupted nor 
degraded the women's perceptions of thenlselves. Narrators reported that the 
town's liberalized sexual standards, as well as the requirelnents for dancers and 
showgirls to "socialize" in the casino after the show, were insignificant aspects 
of their jobs that had little impact upon their personal lives. Both themes need 
Inore analysis, but raise fascinating contrasts between the ways wonlen were 
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represented and how S0l11e of those women saw themselves. 
Within two years, the students had finished their interviews, graduated, or 

moved on with their lives. I found myself having just scratched the surface of 
the collection process. Since ours was the only active oral history initiative in 
southern Nevada at the tinlel people constantly provided names of men and 
WOlnen to be interviewed. I was convinced of the value of the project and the 
need to cOlnplete it as soon as possible. Staff to assist with interviews and the 
labor-intensive processing came and went, with accolnpanying delays in our 
progress. Nevertheless, within a few years, the oral history project had produced 
three series: the original on gaming and entertainnlent another on Las Vegas 
valley pioneers, and the third on women who were comnlunity builders. 

To datel the project has accumulated fifty interviews, with one half cOlnpleted 
and the remaining interviews in the process. Another dozen major interviews 
need to be conducted. When complete, the oral history project will provide a 
diverse portrait of wODlen's activities in Las Vegas and southern Nevada. The 
cOlnnlunity-builder series includes individuals who played major roles in the 
business and civic life of the city. The garning and entertainment series cov
ers WOlnen who worked in a wide range of industry jobs. The pioneer series 
includes both lnen and WOlllen whose memories of early Las Vegas provide an 
in-depth picture unlike any other available. 

These first-hand accounts of women's experiences in the developlnent of Las 
Vegas will prove an invaluable contribution to the recorded social and cultural 
history of the city and the state. But the ilnportance of this project extends 
beyond our local interests. Collecting narratives of womenl s experiences in 
a burgeoning tourist center provides an important source of infornlation on 
changes in the post-industrial econolny of the United States and the resulting 
inlpact on the lives of WOlnen and men. 

CONCLUSION 

I began this article by asking how one wri tcs a history wi thout the mate
rial sources to do so. My answer to that question was to create (along with 
numerous colleagues) a collection of sources, that iSI an archive and a collec
tion of interviews. While sonle nlight argue that the perceptions of womenl 

and thus of sex and gender, could form a sufficient basis for historical shldiesl 

the place-Las Vegas- complicated that idea for me. In Las Vegas, the only 
things we as a public knew about women were the perceptions, fantasies, and 
projections created to enhance the nlid-century business enterprises of gam
ing and tourism. Representation overw helmed other forms of information so 
completely that the act of preservation be caIne extraordinarily important in 
this particular location. Collecting manuscripts and narratives became an act 
of resistance against accepting the commercial profile of Las Vegas wOlnen as 
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the sole reflection of Las Vegas women. Granted, our efforts to collect will be 
seen as entirely inadequate to the next generation of scholars, who, like n1e, will 
want more than what we have accumulated. When we began, I could not know 
the full significance of what these materials wou Id produce; but I did know that 
without the collections none of us would have any chance to interpret Nevada 
women's lives or gender in the future . Now we will. 
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Susan Berman 
Writer of Las Vegas and Murdered Mob Princess 

CHERYLL GLOTFELTY 

We know a lot about the nlen with shady pasts who transfonned Las Vegas 
from a dusty railroad stop into a dazzling gainbling mecca. But while these 
legendary men are well known as city fathers, their role as fathers of children 
is seldon1 discussed. What was it like to have a gangster for a dad, to grow up 
in Las Vegas during the 1940s and 1950s? Who are the wives and children of 
Las Vegas's founding fathers? Where are the won1en in the colorful story of 
Las Vegas and the mob? Susan Berman's 1981 memoir Easy Street offers a rare 
glimpse inside the home of one of Las Vegas's early mob bosses. Her father, 
Dave Berman, arrived in Las Vegas in 1945, and over the next dozen years 
became a part owner and executive at the El Cortez, the Las Vegas Club, the 
El Dorado (now the Horseshoe), the Flamingo, and the Riviera. When Dave 
Berman died in 1957 at the age of fifty-three, the whole town mourned him in 
w hat was reported as the largest funeral Las Vegas had ever seen. The presiding 
rabbi called Berman "one of our original pioneers, who nlade this city bloom . 
. . . Davie Berman had a vision. He saw a boom town where others had just 
seen desert. He was Mr. Las Vegas." l 

This essay reviews the life and writing of Davie Berman's only child, Susan 
Bennan, born in 1945, the same year he n10ved to Las Vegas. Susan Berman 
grew up to become a writer of magazine feature articles, a reference work, 
three novels, a memoir, and a popular history of Las Vegas. She made headline 
news when she was murdered gangland-style in her Beverly Hills hOIne, just 
days before Christmas 2000, with a bullet through the back of the head, a case 
that remains unsolved.2 Whi]e Susan Berman's story has become sensational-

Cheryll Glotfelty is associate professor of English at the University of Nevada, Reno. 
Co-editor of The Ecocriticisrn Reader (J 996), she has published articles on Nevada literature 
in Western American Literaf'urc/ ATQ, Literature and Belief, and several critical collections, 
and is currently completing an anthology of Nevada literature for the University of 
Nevada Press. She would like to thank Guy Rocha and Hal Rothn1an for helpful com
lnents on early drafts of this essay. 
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ized- and featured in a true-crime book, Mu,rder of a Mafia Daughter (2002), by 
Cathy Scott-her OW'll wri ting has unfortunately fallen into neglect. I would 
like to redress this scholarly gap by analyzing Susan Berman's life and writing, 
especially her work on Las Vegas- and its work on her. 

Susie Bernlan grew up knowing that her father was a prominent hotel owner 
and n1.anager, philanthropist, devoted Jew, and leading citizen of Las Vegas. That 
was all she knew. Mr. and Mrs. Berman carefully moni tored the information 
that reached their daughter so that Susie would never know of her father's n1.ob 
ties or of his previous life in organized crime. On one occasion Davie Berman 
ordered his associates to buy up and suppress all of the available issues of The 
New Yorker, whose IITalk of the Town" column said that Las Vegas was run by 
former bootleggers. Meanwhile, ilUlocent and panlpered, Susie Bennan had 
the perception that Las Vegas was the center of the world and that her dad 
owned it. Tn Easy Street, she recalls growing up by the pool at the Flamingo, 
doing cannonballs that drenched hotel guests. Susie and her nlother Gladys 
went horseback riding ou t into the desert from the Day Dream Ranch behind 
the Hotel Last Frontier. Susie's meals were either prepared by the family's 
black maid, Lucy, or ordered fr01n room service at the Flamingo. She did her 
homework in the casino counting room and learned basic nlath concepts on a 
slot machine that her father gave her for her eighth birthday. Rather than play
ing with friends her own age, S'usie enjoyed watching the showgirls practice, 
and she sometimes dolled herself up in their clothing. She recalled watching 
her parents dressed to the hilt, heading out for a night of partying, returning 
home in the morning to give Susie expensive party gifts. Lucky Susie rode the 
Flalningo float and waved to the crowds in the annual Helldorado Parade. A 
painted portrait of little Susie wearing cowboy boots and a western shirt, with 
hair in pigtails, hung above the Flamingo's reservation desk. Elvis Presley gave 
her a signed photograph, and Liberace Bang "Happy Birthday" at her twelfth 
birthday party in the Riviera. 

Behind this bright scene, however, all was not well at home. Not long after 
their arrival in Las Vegas, Susan's mother began suffering from depression, 
worried sick that their family was not safe. Before Dave Bennan married her, 
Gladys Evans had been a stunningly beautiful teenage dancer in Minneapolis, 
whose dance routines with her cousin Lorelei captivated audiences throughout 
the Midwest. Dave Berman, sixteen years her senior, 11 terally swept the young 
and innocent Gladys off her feet (he asked her to stop dancing, which she did), 
and married her when she was nineteen. They waited until Berman returned 
from World War II before having a child, and, just a few weeks after Susie's 
birth, they moved to Las Vegas. As a mob wife, Gladys was not free to make 
friends with whomever she pleased. With her husband working fourteen-hour 
days, Gladys spent long, isolating days at h01ne with her baby. Bodyguards 
lived with the family, Davie had the bedrooln windows of their house on Sixth 
Street raised to deter drive-by hit lnen, and Susan was given drills on what 
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Susan Bernlan, c. 1980. (Easy Street, The Dial Press, 1981) 

to do if she should be kidnapped. SOJnetin1esl during times of mob unrest, 
Dave spirited the family away to Los Angeles for a "vacation." Gladys began 
a downward spiral from which she never recovered. By age twenty-nine, she 
had had a hysterectomy, commonly prescribed for depression at that tln1e. She 
spent day after day in bed in her darkened bedrooml punctuated by periodic 
flights to Los Angeles to see a psychiatrist. At an early age, Susan learned to 
associate her father with "energy and activityll and her mother with "sadness 
and stillness.11 3 

Just lnonths after Susanl s gala twelfth birthday partYI her father died suddenly 
of heart failure following abdominal surgery. Her mother, who lived in Los 
Angeles by that tiJne, was too sick to care for Susan, and, in fact, died two years 
later. Susan was told that she died of a heart attack, but found out later that the 
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coroner had ruled the death II suicide by overdose of pills." Still later, informants 
told Susan that the tnoh tnay have murdered her tnother for refusing to sign the 
stingy s ttlClnent they proffered for the disposition of Davie' s estate. 

After her father's death, his brother, Charles Berman, assumed responsibility 
for Susan. At that time, Uncle Chickie lived in Lewiston, Idaho, where he was a 
bookie, spending his days in silk robes, watching two television sets, and talking 
on the phone. Uncle Chickie sent Susan to boarding school, St. Helen's Hall in 
Portland, Oregon, a well-run Episcopal school, from which she graduated with 
honors. She informed Uncle Chickie that she wanted to be a journalist, to which 
he quipped, 'IYou'll be the first 'Berman to break into print legitinlately."4 

After a sunl1ner tour of Israel with the United Synagogue Youth Pilgrimage 
Tour, Susan entered the University of California at Los Angeles; she received 
the disturbing news in her SOphOlTIOre year that Uncle Chickie was going to 
be 1/ a guest of the government for a while/' the result of his involvement in a 
huge stock fraud.s Davie Berman had always stressed education, saying that 
Susan was going to be the first Berman to go to college, a comment that drew 
laughs fron1. his friends, /fcol1ege" being a gangster term for prison. At UCLA, 
an acquaintance told Susan to read The Gree-n Felt Jungle, the 1963 expose of 
Las Vegas's ties to organized crime by Ed Reid and Ovid Denlaris. In it they 
described Berman as II an ex-con who served time in Sing Sing for kidnapping" 
and /fa fonner Siegel thug" who ilcould kill a man with one hand."6 Stunned 
by the description of her father in those pages, Bernlan rejected the book and 
repressed thoughts of it until Jnuch later. She earned her B.A. degree in 1967, 
going on to earn an M.A. in journalisnl from the University of Ca.lifornia, 
Berkeley, in 1969, in the first graduating class of the new graduate program in 
journalism. At Berkeley in the sixties, living well on nlonthly trust-fund pay
ments; Susan drove a white Mercedes sedan, surely conspicuous during those 
turbulent years of anti-Vietnatu-war protests and student unrest. 

A survey of Berman's work reveals her to be an unusually versatile writer, 
competitive in multiple literary genres. Her first book, The Underground Guide 
to the College of Your Choice, appeared in 1971 from New American Library, just 
two years after she received her journalism degree.? She then worked at The 
San Francisco Exarniner from 1971 to 1974, writing for the women/s pages, and 
then the city section, before finally landing a plum assignment with California 
Li'uing, the newspaper's Sunday magazine. She followed this as a screenwriter 
for KPIX -TV on "The Westinghouse Hour" show, doing freelance writing on 
the side. Her first big success as a freelancer came in 1975, when her article 
"San Francisco, City of Sin, Why Can't I Get Laid?" ran as a cover story in City 
of San Francisco magazine.s She published profiles of Angela Davis and others; 
developing a reputation as an aggressive journalist who could get "inlpossible" 
interviews. She once gained access to labor leader Jilnnly Hoffa by posing as 
a hotel 111aid, entering his roonl at the Fainnont Hotel after a speech he gave 
in San Francisco. 
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In 1973/ Berman suffered her first nervous breakdown, brought on by a sense 
of Iitotal rootlessness. I felt I existed with COlulections to no one except Iny uncle 
and Iny cousin."9 After recovering, she nloved to Israel for a year/ perhaps to 
connect with her Jewish heritage. There, she wrote her first novel, Driver, Give 
a Soldier a L{lt, which appeared in 1976 froln Puhl.am's and is dedicated in part 
to limy shrink/ Dr. Edward Alston, for al1 his help."l0 The story is set in Tel 
Aviv, Israel, in the ll1id 1970s, with flashbacks to the San Francisco Bay Area. It 
is about a young, phobia-prone Jewish journalist nanled Ricki RohrnlaIl, who 
is fed up with the nlen she nleets in San Francisco. Her closest friend, Caro], 
orders her to go to Israel to find a rich An1crican Jewish husband. Ricki meets 
an Uzi-toting Israeli soldier nanled Albert Mordechai, a streetwise ilnporter 
from a large Jewish Iraqi fanlily. The two fall in love quickly, but it takes most 
of the novel for Carol to be persuaded that Albert is a suitable match for her 
friend. COlllplicating Inatters still further/ Ricki has a panic attack in Israel, 
where the constant threat of war overwhelnls her. Suddenly unable to cope, 
she hops aboard the next plane to New York. The loyal Albert follows her 
and faces down Carol, and the reunited couple nlarry. Carol is a wonderfully 
fUIUl.Y rendition of the stereotypical Jewish nlother, as she bosses Ricki around, 
demanding that she marry for nloney rather than love and not return to the 
United States without a husband. The novel brilliantly caphlres the expatriate 
dating scene in Tel Aviv in the 1970s and lanlpoons the San Francisco Bay Area 
counterculture. In character development, dialogue, humor/ and rendering 
of Jewish culture and of setting, the novel is extrelnely enjoyable and shows 
great prolnise. 

Unlike Ricki/ Susan BernuHl. did not conl.e back fronlisrael with a husband/ 
but she did nlove to New York, where she joined the staff of New York magazine 
and, in addition, wrote eight episodes for the newly launched "People TV." In 
New York, as in San Francisco, Berman is renlelllbered for writing clever and 
sassy personality profiles/ notably a feature story on Bess Myerson, the first Jew
ish woman to win the Miss America pageant, who went on to become a popular 
television personality on the gan1e show "I've Got a Secret," and a pron1inent 
civil-rights activist and philanthropist. Bennan's story caused a stir because 
it was titled "Queen Bee"- and Myerson later becanle a controversial figure 
in New York City politics and society. Bennan is also fondly renlembered for 
writing about herself and her 111any phobias, which included crossing bridgest 

riding in elevators/ staying above the third floor in hotels, haVing allergic reac
tions to foods, and rashly killing herself. 

In all these yearst Susan had no desire to return to Las Vegas. Neverthelesst 

events in the 1970s conspired to lead her back, this tinle as an investigative 
journalist, uncovering the true story of her parents' lives. In 1977, twenty years 
a fter she left Las Vegas, a man telephoned her to say that he was writing a book 
that concerned her father. When they nlet in a restaurant in New York, the brash 
journalist asked her if she knew that her father was a killer. He flashed some 
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FBI files that revealed Dave Berman to have been a bootlegger, murderer, ex
conI and close associate of Syndicate leaders Meyer Lansky and Frank Costello. 
Susan Berman paid for her tOll1ato juice and fled the scene. Nevertheless, having 
suffered greatly in her life froln a sense of rootlessness and disconnection, she 
determined to learn who her parents really were and, thus, to COlne to terms 
with who she was. Her three years of research, which she called the toughest 
assignnlent she ever picked, included visiting the places where her parents grew 
up, talking to people who had known their families, and obtaining boxes and 
boxes of FBI files on her father. Along the way, Susan acquired an FBI Wanted 
poster with nlug shots of her father, listing his various aliases, her favorite be
ing Dave the Jew. She cherished this poster, which was hanging in her Beverly 
Hills living room when she was shot. At a relative's hlneral in 1979, one guest 
admonished Susan tha t "on I y you are left now. Maybe some day you can make 
the world understand that your father Davie was a good man who acted out of 
the Inost basic desire, to see his family continue and survive/'ll 

Easy Street, which appeared fronl Dial Press in 1981, answers this call. The 
book's dedication- "In loving Inemory of my parents, Davie and Gladys Ber
man"- stands in ironic juxtaposition to its Library of Congress cataloging under 
"Crilne and criminals- Nevada Biography." Bernlan reconstructs the story of 
her fath.er's life, from his birth in Odessa, Russia, in 1903, to his family's inl
migration to North Dakota in 1907, she recounts their inlpoverished existence, 
and Davie's elevation to head of household when he was only nine, since his 
father was unable to succeed in America. Faced with a drastically 111nited set of 
options as a Jew in the Midwest at that tinle, Davie eventually earned enough 
money as a newspaper boy to move the family to Sioux City, where he was 
attracted to the big money in organized crime, joining a group of bootleggers 
and working his way up to kidnapper and bank robber, all the while bringing 
home money to keep his falnily from freezing. In New York, Berman was ar
rested in an FBI shoot-out and spent seven-and-a-half years in Sing Sing prison, 
nlLlch of it in solitary confinement. But, despite pressure and enticements by 
interrogators to reveal his connections, Davie never squealed, his line, "Hell, 
the worst I can get is life," becoming a mob favorite. After his release in 1934, 
Davie's bosses rewarded him by letting hin; run illegal gambling in Minneapo
lis, where he beheld, pursued, and won the hand of the beautiful and virginal 
Gladys Evans. Davie was deternlined to fight in World War II, but he was too 
old for the United States military and was an ex-felon besides, so he joined the 
Canadian Army; he fought on the front lines in Italy and distinguished hilnself 
for bravery. After the war, with a crackdown on organized crinle likely in Min
nesota, Bern;an bought into the EI Cortez in Las Vegas, Dloved Gladys and the 
newborn S'usan there, and began his rise to power, Inoney, and respect, enjoy
ing newfound legitimacy and the pursuit of the American drealn. EchOing the 
language of Alex Haley's 1976 bestseller Roots, a book that may have propelled 
her own quest, Bernl.an concludes, 
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My odyssey has given me roots for the first tilne that almost cancel out 
an emotionally itinerant past. In investigating my father's story, the dark 
side of Horatio Alger in SOUle ways, I came to know him as a man. As the 
rawness and the pain of my parents' story sinks into me it begins to provide 
a franlework for who I am that is easier to accept than the frightening dis
orientation of all the chaos I have known .... 12 

Now that I know the whole story, I am filled most of all with a sense of 
wonder at who my father was. I had thought I knew him so well, yet I was 
privy to none of his secrets/ shared none of his secret agendas. Yet for Ine, 
the truth has been easier to deal with than all the years of uncertainty/ I feel 
freed at last/ no longer captive of an unknown heritage.13 

Easy Street captures Las Vegas at a key 1110ment in time as its early hoteliers 
and their families personally knew, ilnagined/ and lived it. When Gladys 
and baby Susan arrived by train from Minneapolis in 1945 in the Iniddle of a 
sweltering July day/ Gladys looked around" at nothing but miles of sagebrush/ 
cachls! and carcasses of prairie dogs" and asked Davie/ "Where is the town?!/ 
He reassured her, IIGladys/ honey/ this is only the backdrop/' the fuhlre of Vegas 
more vivid in his Inind than the desert stage upon which he would build it. 14 
Davie's favorite answer to "How are you?" was a cheerful, "It!s eighty degrees 
outside, how bad can things be?"15 Susan Berlllan recal1s her childhood in Las 
Vegas with a sense of entitlen1ent and hometown pride. She and other Jewish 
children celebrated Passover in the dining room of the Hotel Last Frontier. 
When they cleaned up from their party, Susan noticed the tourists lining up 
for the next floor show. She writes, "I always gave them a superior grin! they 
were mere tourists, we were Las Vegas.lllt> Easy Street thus expresses what it is 
like to grow up in a tourist town, conscious of the difference between tourists 
and townies, smug in the knowledge that one is a privileged insider. 

This sunny reminiscence of Las Vegas is gradually eclipsed by a darker viewl 

however, as the perspective shifts away fronl Susan as a child to that of her 
mother. Gladys becanle terrified of Las Vegas, especially after Susan narrowly 
escaped a kidnap attenlpt when she was eight years old/ and after multiple 
death threats to friends of the family. Berman writes, "The stress of living in a 
violent, unpredictable world broke her .... She became obsessed with getting 
out of Las Vegas, away from the Mob."17 Berman draws a poignant contrast 
between what Las Vegas meant to her father and to her mother: 

As time went on, llly father becanle involved more and more in civic 
activities. But llly mother didn't see his increasing power as success. 
She perceived only the ominous atmosphere of the town and everything 
about it was frightful. My father worked all day and night; she was left 
alone to worry and go mad.18 
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When Susan was in fifth grade, Gladys and Susan 1110ved to Los Angeles, 
with the idea that Davie would joi.n thenl after he extricated himself fronl his 
Las Vegas obligations. In Los Angeles, Susan realized, in the contrast, that life 
i.n Las Vegas was s01l1ehow different: 

I had never seen 1l1y 1l10ther so happy. That terrible dread she associated 
wi th Las Vegas seelned to va.nish here. I had a sOlnewhat nonnallife for 
the first tilne. I went to Fairburn public school. .. / still walked back and 
forth by Lou fthe fanlily/s bodyguard]/ but I was allowed to visit friends 
after school and sell lemonade on the corner like any other kid. I didn't 
understand that the life in Las Vegas had been isolating and di.fferent 
f1'0111 1110St others; I just knew that this felt good.19 

Sadly, by the end of the book, even Davie had become disillusioned with Las 
Vegas. After attenlpting to leave Las Vegas to join Gladys in Los Angeles, Davie 
delivered a shattering blow to his wife: "I can't leave now, Gladys, you've got 
to understand. I just can't do it."20 The adult Susan concludes/ "As Iny father 
pursued the Anlerican drealll in Las Vegas he found a nightnlare.//21 By 1955/ 
he was depressed and 11100dy, dragging through the days/ the buoyant energy 
gone £raIn his step. Of Las Vegas life/ he said/ lilt has no substance, it's too 
shallow an existence for Susie to grow up in, she won't get a good start here."22 
The tragedy is that although his attitude toward Las Vegas had soured, he felt 
stuck there, invoking that 0111inous "they" as he resigned himself to the fact 
that "They won't ever let nle leave Las Vegas."2] 

Easy Streett then/ is a nlttltifaceted but ultinlately tragic portrayal of Las Ve
gas. After her parents/ deaths, Susan ca111e to loathe the place, saying, "I hated 
everything about that bad-luck town where people died."24 When she flew to 
Las Vegas for a weekend break fr(nTI high school to llleet Uncle Chickie for a 
short vacation, she felt like an outsider and asked, IIWhat had I missed about 
this town? Why would I ever want to come back?"25 Revisiting Las Vegas in 
1980 to do research for Easy Street, Bernlan was over'wheln1ed by the absence 
of her parents, noting, "To nle Las Vegas was only thenl and without thenl it is 
nothing."26 Easy Street condudes with a note of satisfaction as Bernlan states 
that "now both Iny parents are lnine. I have reclaimed thenl forever.'/27 But 
while she rec1ainled her parents, she seenled to have no desire to reclainl Las 
Vegas. Instead, she distanced herself from it, returning to New York. When an 
East Coast friend told her that he was going to visit Las Vegas for a weekend, 
he asked hel~ IIHave you ever been there?" She 111unlbled disnlissively, "Once, 
when I was very young.'t2H It would be fifteen years before Bernlan would be 
ready to rec1ailn Las Vegas. 

Easy Street is an exceptionally good book and received critical praise. Susan 
went on a three-1l1onth book tour, was interviewed on radio shows, appeared 
on NBC's "Today" show, and sold the paperback and movie rights to the book. 
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Davie Berman's publicity photo for the opening of the Riviera Hotel, 1955. 
(Easy Street, The Dial Press, 1981) 
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An excerpt fronl Easy Sl'reet appears in Mike Tronnes's anthology Literary Las 
Vegas: The Best Writi-ng abou..L: A·merica's Most Fabulou.s City (1995).29 In 1983! per
haps thinking that she would col1aborate on the nlovie (which, however, was 
never made)! Bennan moved to Los Angeles to become a screenwriter. More 
than a decade elapsed until her next book-an unfortunate hiatus, given her 
great potential. These years were illlportant personally, however, as she 111et 
and n1arried a fellow writer nallled Mister Margulies! who, like herself, was 
reared in Las Vegas. That relationship ended in divorce when her husband's 
drug addiction caused hiIn to becollle abusivei he died of an overdose not long 
after their divorce. She apparently wrote an unpublished biography ofhin1 as a 
way to recover. She later became romantically involved with a financial adviser 
nanled Pa.ul Kaufn1an, who had two pre-teena.ge children. They all lived in 
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Susan's house for four years, and when the relationship broke off, Kaufn1an's 
daughter Mella stayed with her. She and Mella co-authored an unpublished 
book entitled Never a Mother, Never a Daughter. So, although these works were 
not published, Berman remained an active writer through these silent years/ 
and she also maintained a diary. 

After her break-up with Kauflnan, Berman was in financial trouble, having 
sunk a Jot of her own lnoney into a play they were co-producing, but which 
never got off the ground. She declared bankruptcy, her house was repossessed, 
and she and Mella lived rent-free for the next five years in a friend's condo. 
During this tilne her books appear to have been written to 11lake 1110ney rather 
than to refine her literary craft or fulfill a personal quest. Consequently, fr0111 
a literary perspective, they are disappointing. But compared to other works 
in similar Inass-lllarket genres, they are respectable products/ and all of them 
contain enough autobiographical elements to be interesting psychologically. 

Fly A7.1JaY Home is a murder mystery that Avon Books published in 1996.30 

Ariane Richardson flies to Los Angeles from_ Portland, Oregon, to look for 
her n1issing sister, Dana. Ariane falls in love with Dana's last boyfriend/ Tom 
Edwards, who is upset over Dana's disappearance- which proves to be a mur
der- bu t consoles hi 111 se)f by inviting Ariane to move in with hilll and become 
his lover. False clues point to one of Dana's co-workers/ but the murderer is 
revealed to be none other than TOlll Edwards himself/ who, even lnore shock
ingly, turns out to be Ariane and Dana's brother! All three share the same 
butterfly-shaped birthlllark on their ankles. (Incidentally, Susan Bern1an and 
her father shared the same birthn1arks on their ankles.) TOln 11lludered Dana, 
and makes several attempts on Ariane's life/ in order to be sole inheritor of their 
recently deceased fatheris enormous estate. The book is hard to put down, 
and it does a good job of rendering Los Angeles settings. To the reader, T0111 
becon1es a leading suspect early on, but Ariane cannot see it. Thus, part of the 
psychological interest of the novel is Ariane's willful blindness, her cOlllplete 
inability to face the facts when she is under his spell or to save herself once 
the truth is known. Ariane was pathologically dependent on her sister Dana/ 
who was a kind of surrogate 11lother, since their mother spent her time being 
depressed in bed in a darkened room. The echoes of Susan's OW11 n10ther are 
obvious. With Dana's disappearance, Ariane becon1es psychologically en
thralled to TOlll. All of Berman's literary works thus far- Driver, Give a Soldier a 
L~ft; Easy Street; and now Fly Away Horne- describe psychologically vulnerable 
W0111en in dependent relationships. Ricki kowtows to her overbearing friend 
Carol, Gladys Evans fans c0l11pletely in the shadow of her powerful husband 
Davie, and Ariane has boundary definition troubles/ first 'with her sister Dana 
and then with Tom Edwards. 

The same pattern of intimate relationships based on dOlllinance holds true 
for Berman's 1997 mystery Spiderweb and provides a Inetaphorical anchor for 
her 1996 city history Lady Las Vegas. Spiderweb is dedicated to the memory of 
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Susan Berman with her parents, 1953. (Easy Street, The Dial Press, 1981) 

"Illy beautifullnothel~ Gladys Bernlan .... Our t11ne together was nluch too 
short." 3 I The autobiographical elenlents in this lllystery are apparent. The plot 
follows the rnovements of Elizabeth Manganaro, who hailed from a mob fanlily. 
Her father died when Elizabeth was young, and her mother died of apparent sui
cide when Elizabeth was nine years old, except that Elizabeth has never believed 
that her mother really died, and she spends much of her life yearning for her. 
Elizabeth confesses, 'II never took an easy breath. Memories of my nl0ther and 
my father were everywhere-they tore rne apart. I still nlissed them in a raw, 
searing pain .... "12 Elizabeth lives in Italy and her Italian husband has recently 
died, leaving her a forhlne. At the insistence of her closest friend DOlula, Elizabeth 
leaves Italy and renmlS to Los Angeles with her ten-year-old daughter, Jane, in order 
to rear Jane in America and revisit the places where her own mother used to take 
her. One day when Elizabeth and DOlma are having Itulch at the Farnler's Market, 
Elizabeth catches sight of her Inothel~ who acts strangely distant and tells Elizabeth 
that the J110b is after her and will kill her wuess she gives thenl a million dollars. 
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Without hesitation, Elizabeth supplies the money, only too happy to be reunited 
with her mother at last. Not long after, her mother is found dead, an apparent 
suicide. Meanwhile, there are 111any lnysterious attempts on Elizabeth's own 
life, and DOIUla suspects Elizabeth's new boyfriend, Blue. As it turns out, the 
recently dead 1110ther was an ilnposter who was in cahoots with Donna in order 
to get Elizabeth's lnoney. It is Donna who has been trying to kill Elizabeth to 
gain custody of Jane and access to her tnlst fund. In the end, Donna is exposed, 
Elizabeth and Blue live together happily, and, best of alt Elizabeth finds her real 
lllother~alive!-in a hOlne for indigents. 

Despi te the implausibility of an inlposter being mistaken for one's own 111other, 
the story holds together well and, like Fly Away Home, is a gripping read. Not
withstanding the constraints of the mystery genre, Bennan's plot is aniInated by 
a compelling desire: "1 haven! t stopped looking for nly Inother, fantasizing about 
her every minute. She! s the phantom who haunts me constantly. Her shadow 
shades the bright sky every sunrise; her visage nestles in the clouds in the after
noon; her profile sleeps in the n100n at night."33 As in Fly Away Home, Berman 
effectively renders Los Angeles settings tinged with nostalgia. And once again, 
she creates a sn1othering, asymnletrical fenlale friendship! in which DOlula, Inore 
like a sister than a friend, becomes Elizabeth's crutch and personal manager. As 
in the other books, the psychologically unstable female protagonist n1ust lean1 
to hnlction independently in order to achieve happiness. Those who do not 
learn this lesson-Susan's mother Gladys! for exanlple-are doomed. Given 
that Susan Berman was an only child, one wonders why she kept returning to 
sisterly relationships that involve d0111inance. Susan had several close friend
ships both in boarding school and in colJege, and she witnessed the enervating 
effects of dominance at home, describing her nlother as "very sad and very quiet. 
I thought of her as a beautiful painting that was becollling dimlner and dinlmer 
as she became more and nlore dinlinished."34 

Although the reasons for Bennan's frequent creation of skewed sisterly re
lationships remain speculative, she persistently explored that thenle, even in 
her 1996 history of Las Vegas, Lady Las Vegas: The Inside Story behind America's 
Neon Oasis.:l5 This nonfiction book, published by TV Books, appeared as a 
c0111panion to a 1996 television documentary that Bennan co-wrote and co
produced for the A&E Network, entitled "The Real Las Vegas."36 The four-part 
doc1..11nentary received glowing reviews. Writer Cathy Scott quotes David Mil1-
lnan, curator of collections at the Nevada State Museun1 and Historical Society, 
as saying that it is the best documentary on Las Vegas, bar none. The Writers 
Guild of Anlerica nominated Berman for its outstanding achievement awards 
for the 1997 season for her work on the doculllentary. As in her journalism 
days/ Bernlan's ability to use her personal cachet and fan1.ily connections to 
get tough interviews serves the fihn well. It features interesting on-screen COln

nlentary and quotable quotes from a who's who of Las Vegas, including Elaine 
WYIU1, Bob Stupak, Howard Hughes's personal representative Robert Maheu, 
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entertainers Kenny Rogers, Debbie Reynolds, Wayne Newton, and Rose Marie, 
Mayor Jan Jones, Governor Bob Miller, publisher Barbara Greenspun, author 
Michael Ventura, historian Hal Rothman, state archivist Guy Rocha, and Susan 
Bennan herself. It even pins down the hyperkinetic Steve Wynn, wizard of the 
Mirage, Treasure Island, the Bellagio, the Wynn Las Vegas, and other megaresorts, 
for a rare interview, caphuing for posterity his toast to Las Vegas: I' Anything 
goes here, you know. I mean, God bless this daffy place. But it's fun. It's a party 
that never stops. Itt sa pronlise that's always been kept. Las Vegas is unabash
edly, unsubtly itself."37 

Berman! s book Lady Las Vegas transcribes selections fronl these interviews and 
is generously illustrated with black-and-white archival photographs as she tells 
the story of the evolution of Las Vegas from prehistory to the present. Susan Ber
Ulan is no historian, however, and, according to Millman, she gets lnany things 
wrong, relying primarily on a popu lar guidebook and essayist Michael Ventura 
for her data. But while she botches the historical record sOlnewhat, she deserves 
recognition for bringing the city's evolution to life, portraying the city itself as 
a character in an unfolding life story. As the book's title suggests, Berman por
trays the city as a 'ILadYt" as, in fact, her own older sister, as a powerful rival for 
her father's attention. After nlore than forty years in deliberate exile fronl Las 
Vegas, Berman challenges herself to beccnne reconciled to Las Vegas, reclaiming 
her "o1der sister" just as Easy Street had reclaimed her parents. "But," she asks, 
"how to approach my sisterly relationship with Las Vegas? Sibling feelings are 
complicated, binding yet threatening, Inirroring yet alienating."38 

At times in the book the Lady metaphor cornes across as contrived. It is a 
gl111111ick that results in a kind of far-fetched literalness: 

Before Lady Las Vegas developed her permanent dark allure in the For
ties, ... she had had trouble with all of her suitors. It had caused her no end 
of pain-because what good is a lady who can't hold on to her man? Vari
ous peoples and economies flirted with her but never spent the night. No 
wonder she was so happy to see the mobsters of the Forties. hey were solid 
ll1en, Inen you could count on. They valued her for who she was, and more 
important, who she cou ld be.~H 

Bennan gets carried away at tin1es with the older-s.ister lnetaphor, too, as 
when she wri tes, 

By the titne I was eight, I wanted only to grow up fast so I could give her a 
run for her money in Iny dad's eyes. I began to resent her deeply. The most 
famous designers dressed her in beads and silk, jewelers bestowed diamonds 
and rhinestones on her, and her dancer's feet were encased in satin high heels. 
She smelled expensive; her eyes, never faded, were always neon bright, her 
lips a tantalizing red.39 
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As strained as these tnetaphors become; the older-sister conception of Las Ve
gas does seeln psychologically cogent for Berrnan, helping her to define her own 
identity. For exanlple/ she notes that by the tinle she was ten, her resenhnent of 
Las Vegas had deepened to hostility: 

If she was 111ainstreanl, I would be fringe; if she was popular/ I would be 
antisocial; if she was a people-pleaser, 1 would be withdrawn or strident. If 
she was a fenlnle fatale, I would be a tomboy. If she was valued for her body 
and her sex appea1, I would be valued only for my nlind.40 

Berman's career-long fascination with the dynalnics of sibling dotninance is 
applied in this book to her relationship with her hOlnetown: 

In the way of siblings who are raised much too closely/ I was so threatened 
by her very existence that I had to nlove halfway across the nation, then the 
world/ to escape her. And it was only from this distant vantage point, 1l1any 
years after I had fled from hel~ that her overwhelllling presence did not threa ten 
nle any longer and that I finally came to appreciate her again.41 

In retrospect, Ben-nan is ab1e to ana1yze the inlpact that Las Vegas had on her 
own developlnent: 

I think now about how she formed mel unconsciously. There was a feeling 
of unlinlited possibility about her- her vistas and boundaries expanded con
stantly- there were no lilnits. Every year that we drove down the strip, the 
20 blocks fronl our house to the hotel, nly dad would say, "Look elt hel~ look 
at how she's growing! There's no stopping her."42 

In view of her father's paternal pride in Las Vegas and his use of the felninine 
pronoun Ilher// to refer to the town/ it is perhaps no wonder that Susan Berman 
tended to think of Las Vegas as her sistel~ an unusual psychological relationship to 
one's h01l1etown, to be sure, but perhaps, for Bcnnan, the town-as-sister idea was 
lTIOre than a 1l1erC writer's ginll1iick. Just as Easy Street ends by acknowledging 
the ways that Susan resenlbles her parents/ Lady Las Vegas concludes on a note 
of acceptance and optinlisnl: 

Coming back to reconcile now after half a cenh:uy,. older sister/ I realize that you 
did not seduce my father. You were not nly enemy .... No, you were never Illy 
rival, y01..1 were nly ally. I just got it wrong."43 

We are both 111averick desert brats, always searching for ways to lnake 
our lives work, fueled by our buoyant imaginations and sure that anything 
is possible .... 
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You can go home again. J did. Ishouldhavc. I'mglad. Lady Las Vegas, you were 
my parents' Brigadoon, and ever since I left you, I have been seeking you. You and 
I share a past and a present. And a future? The answer, wluch I think to be yes, 
will be written in the hot desert wind and on the drifting sands of Nevada.44 

Lady Las Vt"gas brought Berman back to her desert roots. She wrote eloquently, "A 
feeling of comfort su ffuses me when J an1 in open desert; the cities of our childhood 
are the cities of our heart."45 After years of running fr01TI it, Berman found a niche in 
writing about Las Vegas. The historian Hal Rothman notes Berman's achievement 
in doblg "what outside joun1alists never could:" 

Susie Bern1<.ll succeeded in simultaneously humanizing Las Vegas and keep
ing its edge. She laughed at the local obsession with trying to evade the city's 
mob past. She also enlbraced the city and its idiosyncrasies, showing how and 
why Las Vegas, at least when she knew it, really was different than the rest of 
America .... Before it was fashionable, Susie Berman held her head up and was 
proud to be from Las ·Vegas.46 

Lady Las Vegas, then, besides purveying Las Vegas's history to a popular audiencc, 
is an exploration of the ways in which hOlnetowns shape our consciousness and 
character. That topic is especially vexed and interesting when one's hometown is 
Las Vegas, as Phyllis Barber also explores in How I Got Cultured: A Ne'uada Memoir 
(1992) and as reflected by several writers in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tilles from the 
Real Las Vegas (2002),47 a collection edited by Rothman and Mike Davis. Berman puts 
the conluld ru1l1 well in Lady Las Vt'gas when she notes, "My hometown is everyone's 
fantasy and my reality."48 

At the time of her death, Bcnnan was working on severa 1 Las Vegas projects: a book 
about high-rolling female gamblers; a television documentary about the Las Vegac; un
derworld that focused on women; a pitch to ABC television for a 1110vie based on her 
diaries, entitled Rich Girl Poor; and an idea for episodes in the television selies "Sin City." 
As her close friends noted! sonle with pity! BelTIlan wac; obsessed with Las Vegas. 

Susan Berman once professed, "I was born to wlite.//49 She was aggressive about 
making contacts and getting assignlllents, typically introducing herself to edHors and 
agents with the hard-sell line, "I'lTI the world's best writer. Am I going to write for 
you?"SO One of Benllan' s close friends noted after her death, "She wanted recognition. 

ers wac; a pursuit of recognition for her writing, for her talents .... [S]he wanted that 
success so badly."s1 Over the course of her career Bcnnan mastered many literary 
forms, froln newspaper reporting and magazine jouma 1ism to a reference work, and 
ultin1ately including novels, lllass-market paperback lnysteries, memoir, screenwrit
ing, and popular hist01Y. The sheer range of her accomplishlnents may have had the 
unfoliunate resu 1 t that she was never known for anyone fOnTI. While 111uch of Susan 
Bennan! s writing is destined for an obscure burial in the desert, Easy Street deserves to 
endure as an outstanding American Inemoir and a classic of Las Vegas literature. 
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Florence Burge 
Representing Reno's Worn.en in. a Changing Time 

K.IMBERLY WILMOT Voss 

Researchers and historians have long recognized tha t a ha Ulllark of Nevada's 
cultural identity is captured in the lllystique of the West, ·with its expansive ter
ritory and independent spiri t. The people of Nevada adopted these independent 
characteristics, valuing freedolll and individual rights. WOlnen in particular 
benefited frOln the region's ability to equalize, gaining civic and social footholds 
before WOll1en in other sections of the country. I As a case in point, Nevada 
legislators apparently discussed WOll1en's suffrage seriously as early as 1869 
(although Nevada actual1y was among the last states to approve the Nineteenth 
All1endlnent, granting women the right to vote, in 1914), and Nevada has one 
of the nation's higher proportions of wonlen in elected office.2 

Before the wOlnen's movell1ent spread in the 1960s, the roles of wonlen- other 
than working-class WOll1en- were largely limited to the hOlne. Their involve-
111ent often began in WOll1en's clubs and in the volunteer activities of their 
COlll1TIUnities.3 Women's clubs "provided a forum for WOll1en to 111eet for both 
personal and comnltLnity improvenlent, and, for many, facilitated the transi
tion fronl the private orientation of home life into the wider realnl of the public 
sphere."1 The stories of these women often appeared in the won1en's pages of 
newspapers- what are now called li festyle or feature sections.s Tn fact, these 
sections often had club editors who covered the meetings just as reporters 
would cover any other bea t. 
Women's~page journalism has received scant historical attention. As the 

journalism historian Maurine Beasley has written, "Like women's history in 
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general, the history of WOlllen in journalism was not deemed worthy of study 
for years."6 This is especial1y true in the case of women's-page journalists, 
whose stories have often been left out of the literature of journa lism history and 
women's history. Over the past two decades, historians have begun to look at 
the lives and careers of the women who shaped the wOlnen's pages- often the 
only place for women to work at newspapers until the late 1960s. They have 
found that while these sections often reinforced traditional roles for women, 
they also provided opportunities for WOJnen seeking to add more progressive 
content, lllost notably Dorothy Jurney and Marie Anderson at the Miami Herald 
and Vivian Castleberry at the Dallas Times-Herald. 7 

A few historians have begun a closer Shldy of the content of the WOlnen's 
sections, which had previously been described as fluff. They are finding that the 
sections had more diverse content than previously understood.H For example, 
often included aillong the recipes and club news were stories about reproduc
tive rights and workplace issues. As the historian Isabell Ross wrote, I'Where a 
wonlan of wide newspaper experience takes hold, wonders can be done with 
the stepchild of the profession."9 

As the second wave of the women's fnovement changed the role of women 
in society, the newspaper sections ll10St often reflecting that change were the 
women's pages. In fact, changes in their content predated the increased pub
lic awareness of the status of wonlen that the second wave of the ll10venlent 
prolnoted. The women's pages were inherently connected to the WOlnen's 
1110Velnent, which needed the llledia to spread its Inessage. This was especially 
inlportant because other mainstreanl Inedia outlets were often hostile to the 
lllessage of the mOVe111ent. 1O A.cross the country, 111any wonlen's-page editors 
held workshops and seminars to encourage wonlen in their conlnlunities to 
get involved in public issues and 111ake their voices heard in the media. They 
taught women about unwritten Inedia rules and helped thenl find media ac
cess. The women journalists were building on the foundation created by the 
publication of Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique and the national and state 
commissions on the status of women, which had shed light on the inequities 
suffered by wonlen. l1 

It was often women's-page editors who "fought for what they knew was 
itnportant for their female readers, II one researcher wrote. 12 As proof, the Na
tional Newspaper Association in 1965 reported: "The lllodern viewpoint on 
women's pages is pretty generally accepted l or at least well known. That is, it 
has been said 111any times that the modern woman is interested in a wide scope 
of topics and that the WOlllen's pages of the 1110dern newspaper should mirror 
those interests instead of serving as a mere gossip sheet or club calendar.'113 
Women's-page journalism selninars at the American Press Institute and the 
Penney-Missouri Awards reinforced this message. 

In Reno in the late 19508 and through the mid 1960s, it was RerlO Evening Gazette 
women's-page editor Florence (Flo) Burge who helped to tell women's stories. 
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Florence Burge and her daughters with Harry Belafonte and an unidentified WOlnan. 
(Special Collections Department, Un,iversity of Nevada, Reno Library) 

She oversaw the section at a time when newspapers were eliminating or 
transforming their sections. She becanle an ilnportant voice in wonlen's-page 
journalism during the 1960s, helping to redefine journalisnl in Reno. 

Florence Sanford was born in 1912 in Rochester, New York. She attended 
grade school at Michigan Normal School in Ypsilanti, Michigan, where her first 
public endeavor as a writer was a second-grade play she produced about John 
and Priscilla Alden, passengers on the Mayflower. Fronl there, she went on to 
Behnont High School in Los Angeles, where she wrote for a school publication. 14 

After graduating from Belmont, she attended Los Angeles City College and the 
University of California at Los Angeles. 

According to a short autobiography that Burge wrote in 1964, she attempted 
a professional dancing career before coming to Nevada, and then worked in 
accounting and office managenlent. Although her specific path to Reno is 
unclear, it is known that she arrived in Reno in 1944.15 Florence Sanford met 
Lee Burge and married him that year, when she was thirty-two, which was 
a late marriage age for women of that era. Lee Burge spent thirty-five years 
with the Nevada Department of Agriculhlre, retiring as executive director. Ac
cording to his obituary, Lee Burge gained national recognition for his work in 
the development of studies and control of plant and animal pests affecting the 
agricultural industryY' 
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The Burge marriage appeared to be a partnership: They both worked outside 
the home while they reared their twin daughters, Scheri and Suzzette.17 When 
the girls were young, before she went into journalism, Burge managed rental 
properties. In a newspaper profile, Burge said that she had plenty of housework 
to do while working outside the home, but "I try to keep it to a minimum. I'll do 
anything but the ironing. I just won't do that." IS She said that she and her husband 
socialized often, and after their daughters went to college, they were able to travel 
11lore frequently. She was quoted as saying, "When Lee and I get a vacation we 
go and stay away. That's the only way we can keep from working."19 

In 1956, Burge began attending the University of Nevada in Reno to study 
journalism with Professor A. L. Higginbotham, and she began freelancing for 
various publications, including the Reno Evening Gazette.20 During this time 
she wrote a series of stories about Nevada's political history. In 1959, she was 
prollloted to women's edi tor of the newspaper. She remained in that position 
for the next seven years and gradually changed the content to reflect a chang
ing society. 

Because of her newspaper's relatively small size, Burge was the only elll
ployee for her section. Thus, she wrote the Inajority of the stories, including a 
regular cohnnn she titled "RoundAbout." Burge used her colu111n to highlight 
the work and experiences of local W0111en. For example, she often described the 
accomplishments of female college students, wonlen's club members, and com
lllunlty volunteers. A few women in the community acted as correspondents to 
cover Ineetings and events, although they probably lacked journalistic training. 
Burge described one older WOlnan I'who wept real tears before the entire staff 
each time her copy was edited."21 Her section also included wire stories fron1 
women writers for the Associated Press. 

Burge said she had many of the professional duties of a typical news jour
nalist, such as keeping up with the news covered by competitors and covering 
local events. She wrote that she was always looking for news: 'II never stop, 
wherever I go, whatever I do, J look around and ask myself 'is there something 
here which wou Id be of interest to those who read the Gazette?"'22 

As a regular feature of her section profiles Burge wrote of well-known women 
who visited the Reno area included stories about Princess Margaret, Eleanor 
Powell, Indian AJnbassador B. K. Nehru, his wife Madam Nehru, and Mary 
Stitt, who was Burge'S counterpart as women's editor of England's Manchester 
Guardian. In addition to celebrities, Burge also wrote regularly about women 
in her community who had interesting careers and hobbies. For a short time, 
Burge/ s section included a series called IIWomen You'd Like to Know," which 
profiled "interesting as well as unusual and noteworthy W01l1en in all fields 
of endeavor-· little-known homemakers to renowned personages."21 When 
Burge wrote about these WOlnen, she focused on them as individuals, as well as 
their roles as wives and Dlothers. She fit the pattern of women journalists who 
concentrated "on issues affecting women's lives, personalities, and personal 
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views more often" than did their male counterparts.24 Because of her location 
near the state's capjtal, Burge also profiled the wives of state officials; including 
Nevada's first lady, Bette Sawyer! and Margaret Koontz! who was married to 
longtiIne Secretary of State John Koontz.2.'i In a story about Dorothy Baker, wife 
of Reno's Inayor, Burge mentioned the first lady's work as a buyer and Inanager 
of housewares in a local department store. Burge also pointed out Baker's role 
as the fmnily's boat pilot! II which in itself requires a good deal of finesse as well 
as a considerable knowledge of hundreds of safety precautions."26 

Burge also described the career, volunteer, and social servjces work of women 
in her c()lnmunity. She wrote a bou t the impact of won1en such as Betty O'Harral 

a librarian who delivered books to children in rural areas;27 Gloria Cline l whose 
book on the Great Basin was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize;2H and Edrie Ferdun, 
a professor of nlodern dance. She quoted Ferdun as saying that in the "college 
and university curriculum! modern dance is one of many experiences available 
to students as a lneans of achieving the primary goal of education: the fullest 
possible development of the individual."29 The prenlise of the story is that dance 
is a signi ficant part of societ)" not just a hobby. Burge! s approach jn these stories 
and others validated women/s activities inside and outside the htnne. 

In addi bon, Burge wrote or ran stories about won1en with untraditional 
careers or hobbies. In one issue, she included an Associated Press story about 
a wonlan who was an au to lnechanic. The woman had completed training on 
tune-ups and worked forty hours a week at her family's service station, while 
also rearing three children. She was quoted as saying! III can't wait to get my 
hands on a car and really go to work.":lO 

Several of the stories in Burgel s sections were issue-based, rather than the 
typical human-interest Tllodel. Burge took on issues that often had a news
based hookl such as gender segregationl and told the stories in a feature style. 
For examplel she wrote about the trend of young women and their mothers 
taking up billiards under the headline: "Death Knell Sounds for Last 'Men 
Only' Outpost."31 Burge quoted one of the co-owners of a pool hall: "We have 
regular Wonl€n players, as well as faTllilies, but it's kind of hard to break down 
the barriers of several hundred years. Once they con1e in and get started they 
sure are enthusiastic and excellent players."32 Burge also highlighted a training 
program for hotellnaids-a large portion of the work force in the casino city.33 
She described the professionalism the job required and the ability of women 
to be able to get jobs anywhere. She also addressed the issue of teen-age un
employment, writing that "an estimated forty to fifty percent of these young 
people are flooding the local labor market, which is unbelievably small-and 

. 1 "34 sornetllnes re uctant. . 
A significant point in Burge's career occurred when she gained nationwide 

recognition for wimung a Penney-Missouri Award for best wOlnen; s pages for 
a paper with circulation of up to twenty-five thousand.35 It was the fifth year of 
the elite competition, which started in 1960. As part of the award, she attended a 
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workshop at the University of Missouri aimed at inlproving wonlen's sections. 
According to the a ward program: 

During the last five years there has been a significant awakening in 
this nation to the greater need for utilizing women's power. Government, 
the Jaw, n1edicine, economics, education, the sciences and journalism are 
drawing deeper frOln this scarcely tapped reservoir of intellect and creative 
skill. Wi th each year the country's newspapers are doing a better job of re
porting this big story about women. As the future discloses the magnitude 
of felninine aspirations and achievelnents, a still better job will be required 
of newspapers.Y1 

Burge's editors and her newspaper were supportive of her SLlccess in wllu1ing 
honors as editor of the top women/s section in its circulation size.37 When her 
fonner professor, A. L. Higginbotham, learned that Burge had earned a national 
journalisln award, he sakt"She' s shown this kind of talent ever since she started 

Florence Burge, with unidentified 111en, accepting the Penney-Missouri award for Best 
Women's Pages for Newspapers up to 25/000 Circulation, 1965. (Special Collectiuns 
Departrnt.'nt/ University of Nevada, Reno Library) 
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out as a sun11ner school student in feature writing."38 On December 28, 1964, 
the newspaper featured a front-page news story about the award, including a 
large photo of Burge, under the headline "Florence Burge, Gazette, Win Top u.s. 
Honors for Women's Pages."39 The newspaper also ran several large in-house 
advertisements that congratulated Burge for winning the award. 

Burge appeared to be pleased with the honor. In her January 8, 1965, colun1n, 
she wrote: IIWell, your columnist is beginning to catch her breath- although 
the air up here on cloud nine is still pretty thin!'/40 In response to the award, 
Burge received a telegram fron1 Senator Alan Bible of Nevada. He wrote that 
winning the award was Iitantamount to bringing to the Reno Eveni-ng Gazette and 
to Nevada, the Pulitzer Prize for women. I know Nevada journalists are proud 
of her."41 Jud Allen, manager of the Reno Chamber of COlnlnerce, was quoted 
as saying that "this type of recognition is truly earned through initiative, hard 
work, and creative ability."42 Reno Mayor Hugo Quilici called Burge's award 
I'an outstanding accomplishJuent deserving of a great deal of credit. She/s to 
be congratulated for her fine work and news reporting."43 

Burge's supervisor, RoHan Melton, was proud of her, too. Melton, a 1955 
graduate of the University of Nevada, began his journalislu career as a sports
writer for the Re"1'l.0 Evening Gazette in 1957. By 1966, he was the publisher of the 
Gazette and its sister paper, the Nevada State Journal. He later became president 
of Speidel Newspapers. When Gannett bought out Speidel, he became a vice
president and board member of the parent corporation. After resigning his 
Galu1ett vice-presidency in 1979, Melton returned home to Reno and wrote a 
popular local interest colulnn for the Reno Gazette-Journal. 

Melton and Burge appeared to have a wann relationship. There are notes on 
several of Burge's articles in the archives at the University of Nevada, Reno, that 
congratulated her hard work. In response to a profile penned by Burge, Melton 
wrote, "Written with restraint; exceptional because you did not let yourself get 
too long; beautiful use of quotes, letting the subject tell her story. As far as J am 
concerned, this wonderful piece of writing has earned you an extra day off. 
Just tell me when." He also provided constructive critical comn1ent on several 
articles, suggesting better headlines and pointing out journalistic errors. 

Burge knew that she had her supervisor's respect. In an industry publication, 
Burge described a tin1e when lithe militant matron rnarched down to see the 
boss" after Burge had refused to publish the won1an's news item. The outraged 
wonlan warned Burge of her supposed influence with the editor: "He's a friend 
of luinel he/ll put Iny story in." The threat proved to be empty: Melton backed 
up Burge.44 Burge also saved personal notes from Melton in her collected 
papers. In one note, Melton wrote: "I an1 thankful I have a women's editor 
who has compassion and understanding."45 In another, Melton responded to 
a Thanksgiving column that Burge had written: "Toda.y has been one of the 
roughest-enl0tionally-I have ever experienced in the news business-but 
that after reading this work of yours, T anl of faith restored."4() 
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The Penney-Missouri Award recognition also led Burge to share her views 
with a class of female journalisnl students at Kansas State University. During 
the spring 1965 semester, the students read her newspaper section, along with 
the sections of other Penney-Award winners in place of a journalisln textbook.47 

Burge also addressed students at Sacramento City College about the changing 
content of wOll1cn's sections. She said that just as the interests of young people 
had diversified over time, so had the interests of women. She said, flThere is 
scarcely a field today in which women are not vitally interested. So the ulti-
111ate goal on wom.en's pages is to present as much diversified news as space 
penni ts." 4l:l 

At this time, Burge's daughters were away at college. The letters her daugh
ters wrote to her revealed that she did not havc the same relationship with both 
girls. A.1965 letter from Suzzctte, written frOJn her dorm room at Yuba College, 
concludes, fll love ya all and be good .... Your loving little girl, Suzzi."4lJ Much 
of Suzzette's correspondence with her nl0ther reflected similar warnlth and 
happiness. By contrast, her daughter Sherri often shared deeper feelings with 
her mother. For exanlple, she wrote in 1965: 

I was just thinking about how ll1uch you have accolnplished since you 
first took your job with the Gazette. You sure have corne a long, long way 
since then. I'm so proud of you and awfully thankful that I just happen to 
be your daughter. A girl couldn't ask for a Inore loving and understanding 
a J110ther as you are to 111e. We have gone through a lot together, you and 
nle, and we have managed somehow to conle out of it all with our heads 
still held high:'i() 

After her award, Burge continued to write about wonlen's lives. In a front
page story, she profiled a local teacher, Grace Warner, who was retiring after forty 
years.51 She also wrote about a WOlllan visiting fron1 the Philippines who was 
fOlmd shivering in the cold, looking for the YMCA. After a few days, the woman 
revea led to Burge that she held the Medal of Honor for slipping past guards to assist 
prisoners of war during the Japanese occupation in World War 11.52 The conlnlon 
thenle in Burge's stories was that women's work, regardless of its forn1, is sig
nificant. Her tone was one of empowern1ent, and not Inerely a condescending 
representation of won1en's contributions. 

Burge also was forward-thinking in her coverage of Ininority comlnuni
ties-something the journalism industry did not take seriously for at least 
another decade.53 In an industry publication, she suggested that editors include 
diversity in their coverage, using an exalnple from her section that included 
a picture page of babies of various races.54 Burge also wrote regularly about 
people with disabilities, years before the American's with Disabilities Act was 
passed, thus gaining widespread lnedia attention. In 1965, she wrote a story 
about children with hearing disabilities. She quoted an expert who said that too 
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few trained teachers for these children lived in the Reno area. The expert, Ita 
Sequeirita, asked, "Why should a child have to leave home through no fault 
of his own?"55 Burge also wrote about a swinlllling class for children who 
could not walk, and related the story of a young woman who had recently 
gone blind. She quoted the wonlan: "You just haven't lived until you've been 
blind. It's a whole new world to do things in, of appreciating the feel of the 
grass, the smell of the woods, a new world filled with the love and devotion 
of a guide dog.'/56 

Burge's Penney-Missouri win also led to an invitation from the National 
Newspaper Association, an industry organization, to write an article about 
her successes as a WOll1en's-page editor. The organization said that she would 
serve" as inspiration to wonlen's page editors of SIll all newspapers."5

? In a 1966 
article in P.ublishers' Auxiliary, Burge described the challenges of redirecting her 
section away fronl one that reflected 'wonien's traditional roles toward one that 
was nl0dern. She wrote that Inothers of brides and club presidents were likely 
to resist change, but a consistent policy would help. She encouraged the cover~ 

age of hard news in her section by including quotations fron1 local residents on 
each side of an issue. She suggested that this method could be used to cover 
topics such as birth controL 11ledical research, and abortion legislation.58 She 
had used this approach in a follow-up article that was based on some earlier 
coverage that had caused a dispute. In this case, a designer had made conl
ments about W0111en dressing for men, and she clairned that businesswomen 
were n10re stylish than housewives. Burge responded by featuring quotations 
fron1 area WOll1en in response to the controversy.59 

As Burge changed the focus of the Reno Evening Gazette's WOll1cn's page, it 
was she who had also to explain the transformation to her readers and sources. 
She wrote in an industry publication that "while it is difficult, the transition 
frtnn I club calendar' pages to internationat nationat and local news of interest 
to women can be nlade."60 Burge said she took the time to speak with Reno 
women's-club leaders abou t space linlitations and news values and found 
that press releases fronl club 11lelnbers "soon included infonnation of general 
interest. "61 Clubwonlan Mrs. H. J. Thorpe said of Burge, "She has been most 
cooperative in every way with all women's organizations."62 

In a letter to a Kansas State University journalisn1 professor, Burge wrote 
that the community should dictate changes in the content of the women's page. 
She wrote, lIlt is the COlll111Unity itself that detern1ines lnaterial balance. How 
cosmopolitan is your cOllllnunity? How inlportant are local women's activities 
to the paper's readers? Personally, I feel our Gazette readers want to get away 
frOlTI the traditional, but this should be done gradually."63 

Burge also encouraged women's-page editors to achieve a balance of tra
ditional and progressive stories in their sections. For exalup]e, amid luore 
traditional fare in her section, she included an Associated Press wire story 
about a prominent British psychiatrist who disagreed with wOlllen's liberation. 
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The story included responses fronl American feminists, such as writer Marya 
Mannes.64 . In that sanlC year, Burge wrote: 

Women of today are the nlost clnancipated and best educated in history. 
They are knowing and curious about the world and nearly every facet of it. 
Therefore, the widest selection of lnaterial--education/ science, world events 
(wolnen's angles), besides the ordinary household helps/ forlorn columns 
and locals should be considered.65 

Burge achieved a fornl of jounlalistic enlancipation in her own right. She re
signed from the Reno Evening Gazette in 1966, barely two years relnoved fronl her 
Penney-Missouri award, to pursue a freelance career.66 Instead, she spent tlu'ee 
years as a reporter and editor at the Sierra Sun. of North Lake Tahoe beginning in 
1967.117 She then went on to own and operate a self-named public relations and 
advertising agency at Incline Village, Nevada. 

After leaving the Gazette, Burge received recognition from the National Fed
eration of Press Won1en, in 1967.6R The honorable-Inention award was for her 
January 19, 1966, Reno Evening Gazette story about a plane crash that killed four. 
Burge spoke with witnesses who had watched the plane go down and burst into 
flatnes. The story ran on the front page of the newspaper.69 

In addition to being a journalist, Burge became active in jounlalisnl organiza
tions. In 197(\ she helped to estab1ish the Nevada Press Women, a chapter of the 
National Federation of Press Women. The professional organization focused on 
creating an awards conlpetition for women journalists and on addressing indus
try issues. A roster of 111e111bers fronl June 30, 1971, included reporters from the 
Reno E'lJening Gazette, the Sparks Tribune, and the Nevada State Journall as well as 
public-relations practitioners?O Burge also served as a Region Two director of the 
national organization, which included representing Arizona, California, Hawaii, 
and Nevada. Thesc organizations reflected her intercst in women/s issues. For 
example, a 1971 111e1110 fronl the Nevada Press Wonlcn lncnlbership advoca.ted 
the need to recognize the acconlplishments of felnale high school and college 
journalisnl shtdents and to crusade for equal pay for women journalists?l 

During the early 1970s, Burge continued writing for several publications and 
living in Reno. In an interview i.n the 1970s, she said of her city, "People have 
the erroneous ilnpression that everything in Reno revolves around casinos and 
ganlbling. That's for the tourists .... Actually, we're university-oriented, culture
conscious, and welfare-minded."72 

What Burge did in her later years is unclear. She appears not to have published 
anything in the late 1970s and early 1980s.73 Her husband retired in January 1972, 
and she m.ay have been helping him with his showing and breeding of West 
Highland White Terriers. He produced several show chanlpions under the name 
Lee Burge Westies in the early 1980s. He died on Septelnber 30, 1985/ and she 
died nearly six months later, on March 12, 1986, i.n Reno. 
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The story of Florence Burge's career adds an important chapter to the story 
of the wonlen's-page editors of the 1950s and 1960s, when lllany of these sec
tions were elinlinated or changed into feature sections. Burge's newspaper 
work showed that WOlnen's colunlns were not just society briefs but instead a 
mix of news and features about WOlnen's accolnplislunents and efforts in their 
comnlunities. It was a sign that Reno women were crossing the line from private 
to public lives. Her profiles told the stories of all kinds of Reno women and 
thus cannot be dismissed as fluff. Burge should be honored for her stories about 
those who took a traditional route, such as teachers, librarians, or politicians' 
wives, as well as those who took a I1l0re progressive approach. 

ThEse wonlen tnade a difference and are as important to Nevada's history as 
are the lllore traditionally recognized political leaders- and many of the jounlal
ists- who tend to fill history textbooks. It is also important to note that Burge's 
approach was progressive in that she covered disability and diversity- two 
areas that reporters often forget. She was ahead of her time in understanding 
that these are topics that should be relevant to newspapers. This nlay have been 
because she started her career later in life and thus had a variety of experiences 
to draw from, or because she had an understanding editor who supported her 
changes. Or, she nlight have been in the right position at the right tinle and 
believed that her Penney-Missouri Award and professional success validated 
her decisions. In any case, by taking an anlbitious approach to journalisln, Burge 
gave a voice to the WOUlen of Reno and may have inspired them to take a more 
active role in public life. 
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Letters to Tiza 
Helen Stewart Tells of Early Las Vegas 

FRAN CAMPBELL 

Long before its actual existence, the town of Las Vegas was envisioned Inany 
tinles over by He1en Stewart, wife and widow of Pioche entrepreneur Archibald 
Stewart. Fronl the front porch of her ranch, located in the parched Las Vegas 
Valley I Helen spent many an hour scanning the jn"unediate horizon and lllen
tally constructing a vibrant town located exactly where the ranch stood. Luck, 
coincidence, and shrewd negotiation evenhlally realized Helen Stewart's dream 
when, in 1905, the town of Las Vegas was placed onto the national n1ap. 

Born in Pelulsylvania, Helen Jane Wiser grew up in California's Sacran1ento 
Valley fronl the time she was nine years old. She was gregarious by nature and 
thrived on socials, service activities, and church services. In 1873, when she 
was nineteen, she nlarried Archie Stewart, and she left the verdant and active 
Sacralnento Valley and traveled with her new husband to his hon1e in the Pioche 
valley of southern Nevada, where he operated a freighting business and a cattle 
ranch. Helen did her best to adapt to rough, lonely ranch life. Here she gave 
birth to three children, Will, Hiran1, and Tiza. As soon as she and Archie moved 
to the town of Pioche, Helen lllade certain that her young children learned the 
ways of civilization. She surrOlUlded them and herself, as well, with townspeople 
and travelers who brought news from the outside world. Helen in1n1ersed her
self in any social activity possible. There, in the isolated Pioche valley, Helen 
understood one thing about herself: She needed people around her.l 

This knowledge signaled a persona1 crisis for Helen when, in 1882, her 
husband announced that he was relocating the family to the Las Vegas Valley, 
which was even more isolated than Pioche. Mormons had arrived in Las Vegas 

Fran Campbell received her doctorate in religious and cultural history fn:nn the 
University of Californial Berkeley. She is a mernber of the faculty at the C0111111Unity 
College of Southern Nevadal Las Vegas; for the past ten years she has taught United 
States, Nevada, and Western United States history, as well as Native American and 
Etlt'opean History. 
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Helen Stewart, possibly c. 1863. (Nevada Historical Society) 

to build a fort-mission in 1855, but soon left. Octavius Decatur Gass, a would-be 
entrepreneur, had taken over the site in 1865 and tried to turn it into a lucra
tive ranch and trading post. But Gass was in debt and involved in litigation in 
California. Needing money, he turned to the successful Pioche businessman, 
and Stewart lent him money against the ownership of the ranch. When Gass 
defau lted and relinquished the quitclaim deed, Stewart planned to send a partner 
to operate the ranch until the land proved profitable. That plan proved short 
lived when his parb1er refused to remain in the Las Vegas Vaney because of its 
isolation, its harsh climate! and the violent Kiel family, whose land bordered 
that of Stewart's Las Vegas Ranch. 

The announced n10ve alarn1ed Helen. She protested long and loud that it 
would be devastating for her. More critical! she argued, it would further isolate 
their children renloving theln frOln what connection they had with civilization 
and education in Pioche. Archie explained to Helen that the plan was to live on 
the ranch and operate it for five years, and then s 11 it for investment monies. That 
was the deal to which Helen agreed: five years. She could endure five years. 
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As she packed up the family household, she clung to the number five. Like 
a prisoner, she set her sights on the day she and her fan lily would return to the 
town they had not yet left. Nevertheless, with l1luch trepidation, Helen hoisted 
herself onto the wagon that early Aprillnorning when she, Archie, and the three 
children headed southwest out of Pioche toward the Las Vegas Valley. What was 
she going to do, she wondered silently to herself, when the baby came? Helen 
was pregnant with their fourth child and here she was on her way to a harsh 
and unforgjving place inhabited by renegades, Indians, and lawless ranchers. 
Who would be there to help her with the delivery? How would she keep her 
children froln growing up wild and uneducated? Five years~- it nlight as well 
be twenty-five, she nluscd. But like pioneer won len before hel~ Helen squared 
her jaw, looked the future in the eye, and did what had to be done. 

A few months after their arrival at the ranch, Helen delivered a healthy baby 
girt Evaline. She had little tiJne to dote on the newest falllily lllenlber as she set 
herself to turning the mud house into a home and the hardscrabble acreage into 
a vegetable garden and orchard. If anything, Helen was a determined WOlnan. 
When she n1ade an agreenlent, she honored her part of it. Before long, her drive 
and. Archie's own entrepreneurial motivation had made the ranch productive, 
and travelers flagged it as the place to stop for provisions and a hot llleal. 
Helen coaxed travelers to stay for a few hours, even a few days. She filled the 
table wi th stealTIing food and fresh produce fronl the ranch, then sat down to 
hear the news the travelers brought with thenl. In a nlatter of a couple years, 
neighboring ranchers, llliners, and travelers designated the Stewart ranch as a 
conlmunication and business hub. Many left lTIoney on deposit, which Helen 
put in flour cans and sacks, and hid theln in the wall. She he1d and delivered 
personal lllail and business docunlents, 111aking the ranch into a frontier post 
office of sorts. Stage cOlnpanies whose stages traveled through the Las Vegas 
Valley used the Stewart ranch as a stop for provisions and a change of horses. 

In her own way, Helen had surrounded herself with people, but they were 
transient. She had managed to turn the ranch into a way station with at least 
one guest at the table each night. She had befriended the local Paiute Indians, 
elllploying several on the ranch. She wanted rooted friends. She wanted a 
town. The years caIne and w'ent slowly., with Helen counting the days and the 
lTIonths. She looked forward to the day when her time in the desert valley was 
up and she and her fan lily would return to Pioche. 

n was near the beginning of the third year when Helen's waiting was sud
denlyended. Her life, and that of her four children, changed irrevocably when, 
in the sun1n1er of 1884, her husband, Archie, was shot to death at the neighbor
ing Kiel ranch, where he had gone to defend her honor. 

Stewart had taken the horse and the Henry rifle soon after Helen had told 
hinl of an incident that happened while he had been away on a business trip. 
During his absence, a renegade Kiel ranch hand had threatened Helen. When 
she refused to give him the llloney he delllanded, he spread rUlllors that he 
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Archibald Stewart. (Ne'vada Historical Society) 

had Ilhad his way with Stewart's woman." Helen worried when Archie rode 
off into the early evening sun. She shuddered when, not long aftel~ a lone rider 
arrived at full gallop with a terse message: "Old Man Kiel says to COlne for 
your husband. He s dead. 11 

Helen took a Paiute with her and retrieved her husband's body frolll the 
other ranch. Later that evening she stu.died the gunshot wounds, then buried 
her husband the following day. She had built the coffin herself and prayed 
over her husband one final tin1e. Then she turned toward the house, wonder
ing what would happen now. She had nowhere to go. She was surrounded by 
her husband's enenlies, by renegades, thieves, and nuuderers. And she was 
pregnant with their fifth child. 

The next day, Helen wrote a letter to her husban<.."fis legal counsel in Pioche, 
Grant Sawyer. In the letter, she told of the shootout at the Kiel ranch and of 
her husband's tragic death. She asked for justice, and she asked for help. To 
Sawyer she expressed her fear that if her husband had not made a will, she, 
being a wonlan, would be vulnerable. She underscored this situabon with the 
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The Stewart Ranch/Las Vegas Rancho, c. 1905. (Nevada Historical Society) 

words, "T arn alone among a gang of cutthroats and nlluder[er]s." She then 
instructed Sawyer to take any legal action necessary to ensure her retention of 
the property and her appointInent to adnlinister the estate. She closed the letter 
with the plea that Sawyer act quickly because, after three days, the murderer 
was still nearby. She felt it dangerous to "say or do anything as we are over
powered by numbers and still threatened." He]en was later declared beneficiary 
of half of the Stewart estate. The other half was divided equally among the 
five children, with Helen appointed their legal guardian and executrix of their 
part of the estate. 

It was then that Helen began to dreanl of a town. If she could not go back to 
Pioche, then a town would simply have to come to her. Or so she told her chil
dren as they sat on the porch together. They listened while she painted verbal 
pictures for them of tree-lined streets, school buildings, theaters, churches with 
steeples, and hotels, banks, and stores with goods of every kind. She worked 
harder than ever, turning the ranch into more than a travel stop. She increased 
the family's land holdings by several hundred acres. And she put her land up 
for sale. While she found interested buyers, none could meet her selling price 
of $55,000. So, Helen put her energies into increasing the Las Vegas Ranch's 
productivity. By 1889, her two older sons, Wil1 and Hiran1, ran the ranch, which 
produced vegetables, fruit, grain, grasses, and beef. And in 1893, she had the 
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ranch designated an official United States Post Office, with herself as the gov
ernment-appointed postmaster. 

Helen also emphasized education. She hired a tutor for the children, and 
in 1894, she sent the four youngest children to Los Angeles to board and go to 
school. It was then that she began what would prove to be three decades of 
extensive letter writing. Initially she wrote to her children, encouraging thenl 
to do wen in school, lnix with the right people, and stay out of trouble. In the 
same letters, she also told them about the ranch and what was happening iI'1 the 
Las Vegas Valley. She reported a rumor that a railroad would be built through 
the desert and run straight through the valley. In 1901, Helen hoped to sell her 
land to a railroad company. To her great disappointlllent, the original deal fell 
through when the rail con1pany would not meet her asking price of $59,500. 

Then, in 1902, Senator William Andrews Clark, the builder of the San Pedro, 
Los Angeles, and Salt Lake Railroad, took up negotiations with Stewart when 
he heard that she was willing to sell her land. Within months, a contract was 
signed in which Helen sold most of the ranch for $60/000. She retained the 
family burial plot, known as Four Acres, and acreage surrounding it, where 
she made her hon1e until her death in 1926. 

By early 1905, five hundred buildings were either completed or under con
struction. Helen had bought up more than twelve hundred acres of prime land, 
which she developed, sold, or bequeathed to her children over the years. The 
Las Vegas town site was laid out and advertised in Los Angeles, Sacramento, 
San Francisco, and Salt Lake City. Soon, lnore than five thousand applications 
had poured in for twelve hundred lots. Clark's executives agreed to auction off 
the lots in May of that year. Thus, on May 15, 1905, the rail town of Las Vegas 
was placed on the national lllap, and one of its principal streets was named 
Stewart-presumably after its First Family and its First Lady, Helen Stewart.2 

Soon after Helen took up residence in her new honle near Four Acres, she 
immediately involved herself in the Inany activi ties of a new and developing 
town. She was delighted. Her drearn had com_e true. She had brought a town 
to the ranch. Her only sadness was that her oldest daughter, Tiza, had left the 
valley. Tiza had fled an acrimonious divorce and the vicious slander that ensued. 
Although Tiza never returned to Las Vegas, except for brief visi ts, Helen never 
gave up hope that her daughter would ren1arry and, then, perhaps return to 
Las Vegas to take her place anl0ng the extended family. 

For two decades Helen Stewart tried to lure Tiza back to Las Vegas and to 
"set her cap" for a suitable Las Vegas bachelor. She urged Tiza to come back 
and join her lTIother in lucrative business developn1ents in town. Her letters 
speak often about the price of property, interest rates, investments, banking, 
and future income potential. For instance, in April 1909, Helen wrote: 

I have four lots in town. For the first one I bought three years ago and paid 
$375. The second one I bought two years ago and paid $500. In December 
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this year, 1913, I traded 23 1/2 acres in the opposite of Tonopah track for two 
n10re adjoining. The last two I got off W. R. Thomas. I could sell the four 
lots for $4000. I had a house on one of them I was renting for $10 a month 
and another for $15; but a fire burned one and I am now getting only $15. 
They now have a fire limit and all buildings in that limit lllUst be fireproof 
and Iny lots are inside the fire lilnit so hereafter I will be obliged to put up 
adobe buildings or ceUlent and as they are lnore expensive than lumber 
buj]dings I will have to go slow. 

The values of property have risen considerably here. I think money 
invested in lots and then put houses costing about $700 or $500 on theln 
would pay good interest. . .. Good night with Inuch love. Your affectionate 
Man1ma. [Apri115, 1909)1 

Later that year, Helen 111ade Tiza a business offer: "Tiza, conle hOllle and 
we will go into sOlnething here to lllake a good living and be happy with each 
other once in a while .... And if you don't want to stay here any longer than a 
month or so, we will go somewhere for a while." [August 21, 1909]4 

By 1914, Helen was proud of the town she had helped to create. In a letter 
to Tiza, she emphasized Las Vegas's value as a rail town when conlpared to 
nearby towns that depended on the Inining industry: 

They have been working the zinc under a new process and lnaking money. 
Bu t for some reason within the last few weeks lead has taken a downward 
price and there is talk of shutting down for a while. Searchlight seems quiet; 
El Dorado is not doing n1uch now. Las Vegas, as a railroad town is a howling 
success and progressing. It.is increasing in population and values. They 
have 50 flowing artesian wells in the valley and several fine farn1s besides 
the old Las Vegas rancho. We have two artesian wells on the piece of land 
we are living on here. It is a good country to live in and a good country to 
invest in. [January 12, 1914] 

Five years latel~ in 19"19, Helen wrote to Tiza about an offer that was made 
for her land: 

There was a n1an here this morning to buy Fair View: the place where the 
reservoir is and where we were going to put the fish. He and Will are out 
now to look at the place. They are a Iso going to look at my land below or 
south of the old ranch. Of course, I rea lize that land is a safe investn1ent and 
time does not decrease its values. Bu t youth is impatient and will not wait 
for increase in values. They Blust dig up the germ [seedl that age provides 
for the future every once in a while to see if it is growing, thereby retarding 
its growth, or sometimes altogether stopping it. 
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There is a bOOll1 here and real estate in town too. Tiza, bring the rest of 
your goods and conlC here and you and I will start a real estate office. We 
will build a coy little office next to the Post Office or rent a desirable loca
tion. J will be ready as soon as Eva gets her present from the stork .... 
[August 3, 1919] 

It is apparent from Helen's invitation to Tiza that, from its beginnings, Las 
Vegas was just the place for unique ventures and good fortune. At least Helen 
Stewart thought so, because in the satne letter she urged Tiza to transfer all of 
her bank accounts to Las Vegas, where her money would gain 10 percent inter
est. Helen never lost her firnl support of the positive financial prospects that 
could be found in "her" town, Las Vegas. 

Helen Stewart was equally optinlistic about the social and cultural develop~ 

nlents of Las Vegas. She was delighted to participate in the various women's 
clubs that fornlcd early in the life of the town. Helen served as an elected 
menlber of the Board of Education. She wrote to Tiza: 

This year I was elected a nlember of the School Board of Education and 
anl Clerk for the Board. We have had this year under construction the Clark 
County High School Building which has cost with equipnlent and all about 
Fifty-five Thousand Dollars. The pupils Jl10ved into it December 1917 .... 
The school Board work keeps me busy guessing what will happen next. 
[January 29, 19181 

A year and half later, she wrote excitedly, "Just received a letter from our 
Principal of Las Vegas High School in which he tells nle our school will begin 
the 1st of Septen1ber." [August 8, 19191 

For elen, this was a great achievement because the schools nleant that the 
children did not have to board in Pioche or Los A_ngeles. She served on the 
Celnetery Association, whose pride was the planting of cypress trees around 
the perinleter of Woodlawn Cemetery, north of the original railroad townsite. 
Beautification of the cemetery enabled Las Vegans to bury their loved oncs there 
instead ofhavjng the body transported to California. Tn 191R, Helen wrote to Tiza 
about the Cemetery Association: 

I anl also a nlenlber of the Word Lawn [sic] Cenletery Association. We have 
ten acres just a quarter of a mile north of the Old Las Vegas Ranch on which we 
have an artesian well and the whole ten acres wi th a row of colossal trees all the 
way around and 0111amental trees all arOlUld the inside walks. It was a kind. of 
surprise to the grand Old Desert to have such a cetnetery.// Uanuary 29, 1918] 

But Helen took particular pride in the key role she played in the fOlmding of 
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the Mesquite Club, a women's service club. She served as its president and as 
its state representative. In 1914, Helen wrote to Tiza: 

I was elected to the Meslluite Club of the Federation of Women's Clubs to 
be held in Carson City, Nevada first week of October. Eva was taken sick and I 
could not go. It was too bad I could not go as Delegates were to be entertained 
at the Governor's and many nice things were plalu1ed for then1. We were to 
be given a banquet at Goldfield. Tasker Oddie, the nlan Demmie planned for 
you to meet at her house in Berkeley is now Governor of the State of Nevada 
and our Jneek friend Frank Williams is now State Regent and is quietly prepar
ing to run for Congress. When Senator Newlands was here SOlne nIne ago, 
the Clark County Den10crats had a Love Feast, among then1 our friend Frank. 
He is getting to be [a] recognized power an10ng n1en of honor and principle. 
Better come home and set your cap for hil11. [January 12, 1914] 

The following year, the Mesquite Club sent Helen to the Federation as state 
representative. FraIn the Goldfield Hotel, she penned a hasty yet excited note 
to Tiza: "Here I alTI on 111y way to speech making as a Delegate from Las Vegas 
to Yerrington, [sic] Nevada to the Federation of Women's Clubs. Will send you 
papers. Lovingly, Malnn1a. [October 27, 1915] 

And the next year, Helen served as president of the club. 

I have been elected president of tht.:_ Mesquite Club. Also nominated on the 
republican ticket as one of the Board of Education. Endorsed by the Demo
crats and elected by all my friends. I have just received a commission froln 
Governor Emlnet Boyle as one of the Delegates to the 12th Annual Conven
tion of the American Civic Association to be held in Washington, DC at the 
New Willard Hotel December 13th and 14th and 15th 1916. It is quite an 
honor. [December 2, 1916] 

In 1918, Helen wrote to Tiza, "Last year I was president of the Mesquite Club 
here with a nlembership of 45 wonlen. This year I am only on the general COln
n1ittee and I aln quite relieved. This year I was elected a men1ber of the Board 
of Education." [January 29, 1918] 

Helen's role as representative took her not only to the nation's capital, but 
also to the cities and towns within Nevada, where she was a featured speaker. 
Her topic nearly always was about SOlne aspect of southern Nevada history. 
Helen was regarded as the leading historian of the area, and was well known 
beyond Nevada for her collection of Nevada Indian baskets. She hoped the 
collection would s0l11ehow benefit future generations of Nevadans. To Tiza 
she wrote in 1919: 
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This afternoon a Mr Irving and wife and a Mr Crozier from EI Dorado 
Canyon and a teacher fr0111 COlu111bia College were here to spend the after
noon. I found the WOll1an teacher very interesting. She was very interested 
in illy baskets. My other people went to Salt Lake with no word fron1 theln 
yet. T wrote to our Governor but fear he will not get it as I see by the paper 
he goes to Salt Lake to the Meeting of Governors. [August 8, 1919] 

And in 1920, she reported on an inlportant visitor and old friend, IITiza: Ex 
Senator Clark said of Iny baskets they were a wonderful collection of Indian 
baskets and they were undoubtedly the most interesting and valuable he had 
ever seen. He might want to buy theIn, shall J sell thenl? I am wondering how 
lTIuch to ask if anyone should ask lTIe 'How J11uch?' [August 31/ 1920] 

Jeanne Weir, a professor at the University of Nevada in Reno and founder 
of the Nevada Historical Society, was particularly interested in the basket col
lection. She visited Helen often to view the baskets and negotiate a way for 
the state to purchase the collection. However, she was unable to finalize the 
deal before Helen Stewart died, in 1926. The collection was later included in 
the Helen Stewart Estate sale, selling for $12,000.5 

For all of her positive involven1ents within the burgeoning town of Las Ve
gas, Helen Stewart did not cast a blind eye to the negative aspects. In 1914, she 
penned the following to Tiza: "We have had a divorce cyclone strike our loved 
city. There were or are to be 9 cases in the next nleeting of the Court. Liquor 
seenlS to be most of the trouble. [January 12, 1914] 

Helen also told Tiza about "111arriages of ll1ixed religion" that were becolning 
nl0re frequent in Las Vegas. 

Geneva has a Mormon beau and Leslie has a Mormon girl. But the new 
Morulon girl and boy are educated people. So let the world rage on; we can't 
help the choice of anyone. hey can't be anymore unhappy than the rest 
of us. SO II An1.en" says the congregation, "Let her go to Cahleylee [sic]" . ... 
Tiza, try and get all the good and happy ITI(nnents you can- they are going 
fast. If you have a good beaux [sic] or have selected a good man hold on to 
him because they are not the ll1ajority. Keep well and be happy. Mmn111a 
[February 21, 19191 

In first month of 1918, Helen lamented to Tiza about the World War that was 
raging in Europe: 

At best it seenlS to me that life is quite a struggle. And in these dreadful 
war times it seems to ll1e the chances are great for a Herculean struggle. The 
Germans are so thoroughly prepared for war and we are just like a hornet's 
nest. .. . [There is] Red Cross work everywhere. Bed socks, sweaters and 
c0l11forters, and night shirts and bed pillows and little sacks of clipped 
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pieces left from the culling out of gannents. Have you got it so bad out 
there? Oh here I am sometimes so tired of the great confusion of existence. 
[January 29, 1918] 

Yet, ever the consummate business WOlnan, Helen was cornpelled in May of 
the sa111e year to relate to Tiza how the war in Europe 'was affecting property 
values in Las Vegas: 

The war's bearing on all values of real estate are in "status quo" that is/ 
at a stand still. I sold Town Catnp about Christmas tilne at $2400 Dollars 
in payments of 4 of $125 and the rest in 1110nthly paYlnents of $75 with a 
rnortgage. The property and interest at the rate of 10%. It is slow. I have 4 
lots in town that are quite va luablc but the buildings on them now are bring
ing me $20 a 1110nth. All acreage at this present war time is of litt1e advance 
in value. Your 40 in township 20 range south in the southwest quarter of 
the southwest quarter of 31 is quite a valuable piece of land. The land in 
township 20 range 62 in section 15 is not so valuable now but nlay beco11le 
so later .... Of Jny lots in town I have been planning one apiece for you 
children and one for nlyself. An apartment house built on one of thetu that 
close in would be a very good investnlent now. Of course the war is 111aking 
changeful conditions every day. fMay 12, 1918] 

When the war in Europe was over and the nation was trying/ as presidential 
candidate Warren Harding later urged, to return to normalcy/ Helen described 
to Tiza a typical Sunday afternoon in Las Vegas: 

We have not been to Church yet today. Mitula has just returned frmn Mrs 
Doolittle's. Helen has gone h0111e and Eva is taking young Clarence through a 
course of sprouts and Daddy as usual is out in the garage petting and humor
ing his auto so it will perfor111 its duty. And Eva is talking to the coal oil stove 
and the baby at the Salue tinle. Yesterday we picked figs in the forenoon and in 
the afternoon Eva preserved theln and pu t thenl in jars ... [the children] have a 
1110vie show under the arbor between the two townhouses. Eva has a big can 
of ice creanl so we will all go to assist her in a few rninutes. [August 3, 1919] 

hldeed, as far as Helen Stewart was concenled, Las Vegas in 1920 was a mecca 
of p1entihlde and pronlise. To Tiza she wrote: 

We have planted and growing in our va 11ey now 400 acres of cotton and SOllle 
capitalists here now are talking of rice and tobacco. Wait until they have the 
Colorado River hanlessed to a big dam which they are now surveying. In facti 
nlen are there now working and soon the project will 111aterialize and we will 
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be supplied with sufficient water to all the pU1l1ping plants we can. This power 
has been ruru1ing to waste since the days of father Juana-AP-Peri Uunipero] had 
his great dreanlS of the ad vancement of hunlaruty- his southen1 Nevada has 
the pron1ise of a wonderful future. T hear the Airioplane [sic] buzzing over the 
house now. It looks poised high in the air like an in11nense big bird. It lnakes 
a loud noise like a blubbering flutter . ... I have been reading in the manner in 
which the barlks are trying to control the high cost of living by not giving the 
Proffiters [sid the cash to buy up and dispense at an exorbitant price .. .. I hear 
the airioplarle buzzing again; they are charging ten dollars fr0111 Las Vegas to 
the Park's Ranch land and back to town . . .. I believe I wil1 take the desert any 
day for nUne, and again we arc just about as much up to date as any place in 
the good old -U.S. Yesterday passengers were going to and froJTI Keillsic] Ranch 
all day in a flying machine. Isn't that sorne class. And none of thelTI spilled out. 
[June 8, 1920] 

By the next year, Helen urged Tiza to come to Las Vegas and take advantage of 
the financial opportuni ties to be had in Las Vegas: 

The noise of passing autos is sometlUng to be reckoned with. There is about 
100 passing every day and at the little spring above the old ranch house the 
trees are full of campers and their tents. Come out and 'tVe will start a supply 
station on tlle side of the four acres. It is a chance to make SOllle n10ney with 
close attention to business arld no lnatter where we are we have to stay close to 
the situation if we are to make money. [Septen1ber 21, 19211 

The Stewart Ranch as a resort. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Helen Stewart in her later years. (Nevada Historical Society) 

The letters to TlZa reveal a mother's natural concenl for an ulm1arried daughter on 
her own and far froln h0111e and fanlily. Helen Stewart labored to keep Tiza caught 
up wi th family news, as wen as apprised of the rapidly growing town of Las Vegas. 
Because the letters are by Las Vegas's fOlmding lTIother, the body of correspondence 
provides a wuque chrolucle of Las Vegas's economic, political, culhtrat and social 
development during its first two decades. 

The Las Vegas of 1905 to 1921 as described by Helen Stewart is si1nilar to the Las 
Vegas we know today. Were Helen Stewart to traverse the streets of Las Vegas in 
the present, and then go honle to take up pen and paper to tell her daughter what 
she had seen and done that day, those letters probably would be filled with much 
the sa1ne kind of news: plaJles bringillg tourists into town for a reasonable fare, 
traffic a thing to be reckoned with, land investments and construction the ticket 
to profit, unique financial ventures in which money can be 111ade if you pay close 
attention, nuning ventures, fools who hope to get rich quick, and people active in 
the beautification of the city. In closing, Helen no doubt would luge Tiza to COll1e 
h0111e to Las Vegas because it is a town where you call rear a family and enjoy a 
cOl11fortable Sunday afternoon. It became the town of which she had dreamed, and 
111ore. Perhaps those five years were worth the wait after all. 
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NOTES 

Ilnformation on Helen Stewart's early life in Pioche, her years alone on the Las Vegas Ranch 
and the sale of the ranch are taken from the following series by Carrie Miller Townley: "Helen J. 
Stewart: First Lady of Las Vegas, Part 1/' Nevada Historical Society Qu.arterly, Vol. 16, No.4; (Winter 
1973),215-244; "HelenJ. Stewart: Fin:;t L(ldy of Las Vegas, Part 2" Nevada Historical Society Quarterly, 
Vol. 17, No. t (Spring 1974), 3-32; and IIHelen Stewart, 1888-1926: Widow1 Proprietor, and Civic 
T eader,/' Nevada Historical Society Quarterly. 

2See I'Helen Stewart" in The First 100: Portraits (~f the Men an.d Women Who Shaped Las Vegas, A. 
D. Hopkins, K J. Evans, eds. (Las Vegas: Huntington Press, 1999). 

JAIl quotations from Helen Stewart's letters to her daughtel~ Tiza, are taken from the Helen 
Stewart Collection, T87 H Stewart, Boxes "1 and 2, University of Nevada, Las Vegas SpeCial Collections 
Library (hereafter cihx'l as Helen Stewart Collection). 

4HeJen Stewart Collection, Box 1, file 2. 
5lbid., box 2, folder 12 



Quilting in Nevada 1940-1970 
Th.e Ne"oada Heritage Quilt Project 

COLLEEN HALL-PATTON 

Textile production has been an area dOlllinated by women in uutch of the 
world for nlost of docunlented history- hence Elizabeth Barber's 1994 book 
titled Wornen's Work: The First 20,000 Years.l Beyond being a nlajor form of 
work seen as cOlllpatib1e with child rearing because it is "repetitive, easy to 
pick up at any point, reasonably child-safe, and easily done at honle/2 textiles 
have also been a priInary social indicator through clothing, furnishings, uphol
stery, rugs, tapestries, banners, and flags. 3 Because textiles are so conlnlonly 
produced by women, they are an excellent research source for learning more 
about women's lives. 

Quilts demonstrate comnlunity and fanlily ties, and women's roles in fund
raising and church groups. Quilting was an acceptable creative outlet when 
nl0re traditional high art fornlS were not open to women. Quilt researchers have 
found links between donlestic and cOlnJnercial production, women's involve
nlent in and C0111nlent on the political process through such patterns as Whig 
Rose, Coxey's Army, and the WOlnen's Christian Temperance Union, and, during 
the Civil War, the quilt patterns produced by the women volunteers of the U. S. 
Sanitary CODl111ission. While women's public voices were nluted, they stitched 
their views into quilts. Quilt enterprises organized by VISTA volunteers in 
Appalachia and Alabanla were part of the 1960s War on Poverty. Women such 
as Marie Webster, Anne Orr, and Ruby McKiul created commercial enterprises 
around quil t designs, quilt kits, and quilts since early in the twentieth century. 
Examples from most of these are documented in the Nevada Heritage Quilt 
Project (NHQP). 

Colleen Hall-Patton teaches sociology and WOlnen's studies at the University of 
Nevadal Las Vegas, and sociology for the University of Phoenix as a lecturer/adjunct 
professor. She holds a phD in Sociology from UNLY, and bachelor's and nl.aster's 
degrees in anthropology frOln the University of California, Los Angeles, w11ere she began 
her research on quilters and quilting. 
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Velvet and silk crazy quilt by Leva Beckley, c. 1900-1915 (Clark County Museum) 

State quilt projects are based in material-cu 1 ture studies, a method used pri
marily in the fields of archeology, history, folklore, and museology. he intent 
is to interpret cultures through the objects they produce. Material culture refers 
to these artifacts, produced by every culture, or, as Melville Herskovits puts 
it Uthe vast universe of objects used by hUlnankind to cope with the physical 
world, to facilitate social intercourse, to delight our fancy, and to create symbols 
of 111eaning."4 

The first state project took place in Kentucky in 1980. It began with three basic 
ideas, which have been foremost in aU of the projects since then. The first was 
as Usalvage" documentation. In Kentucky, this was born out of fear that many 
quilts were being sold out of state, but the project has been transformed into 
one of documenting quilts before they become discolillected from their families 
of origin. The second idea has been to promote an increase in quilt owners' 
appreciation of quilts. The third has been to use quilts to learn about WOlnen's 
lives when little other docunlentation exists. 

The Nevada Heritage Quilt Project is one of forty-five state projects conducted 
since 1980 throughout the United States. As of 1994, about 157,000 quilts had 
been documented through these projects.5 The docunlentation includes a wealth 
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of information not only about the quilts themselves, but also about their prov
enance, and production context, including considerable denl0graphic evidence. 
The quilts constitute a resource that we are still learning how to use. 

I focused on quilts made between 1940 and 1975. By concentrating on one 
area of cu 1 ttual production such as quilting, my research contributes to a broader 
understanding of one portion of women's lives so that we can see the realities 
beyond the stereotypes. Current views of wOlnen's lives during the 1950s em
phasize dOll1esticity, conformity, and conslunerisln, while protest and Inassive 
social change characterized the 1960s. After the Great Depression and World 
War II, Alnerican industrial production turned to cOnStlll1er goods, while young 
men and WOlnen fonned new families at a greater rate than anywhere else in 
the w-orld at that tillle. While the return to donlesticity and its accolnpanying 
shift for women fron1 producers to conSlllners is associated with the 1950s, it 
continued well into the 1960s. The women's llloveinent began in the 111id 1960s, 
but resulting changes were not apparent for most Anlerican WOlnen until the 
1970s. Although the exploration of quilting reflected the ongoing emphasis on 
hOJllemaking and nlaintaining ties to family, it was also emerging as a fonn of 
personal expression as women defined thenlselves as individuals beyond their 
roles as wives, 1110thers, and homenlakers. 

Indian hatchet patterns made of silk neckties in the 1920s by Leva Beckley. Her husband 
Win owned a prominent clothing store in downtown Las Vegas. (Clark County Museum) 
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My research uses a multiple-n1ethod approach of conlbining the quilt-project 
data with content analysis of about 190 articles culled from The Reader's Guide to 
Periodical Literature and the Art Index/ plus interviews with quilters. The lneth
ods complement each other by providing different views of quilting during the 
san1e time period. Content analysis of magazine articles provides a national 
overview of how quilts were used and interpreted during the period, and their 
place in American culhlre. 

The interviews give a perspective on how quilting fit into the everyday lives 
of real people/ on their 111otivations/ and on how they integrated quilting into 
their l1")U ltiple roles. Since 1 covered a tin")e period stretching back more than 
sixty-five years/ it was iInportant to record oral traditions and recollections while 
they were still available. Any quilter who w'as forty in '1960/ which is younger 
than the average age of quilters then/ would be eighty-five today. Thjs is the 
tin1e to in terview them; we cannot wait ten years. 

The Nevada Heritage Quilt Project archives are stored at the Nevada Historical 
Society in Reno. Of the forty-five states where volunteer groups have surveyed 
the quilts in their states, Nevada is one of only sixteen that accepted quilts made 
frOlTI 1940 to 1975. Of the Inore than three thousand quilts made between 1830 
and '1990 that were docun1ented in Nevada, n10re than five hundred fit into the 
1940-1975 time fraine. Fifteen II quilt days" were conducted throughout the state. 
Each quilt was photographed and its Inaterials, construction methods, and date 
recorded; in addition, inforn1ation about its Inaker(s) and why and where it was 
made was docun1ented. This information was coded into SPSS (Statistical Pack
age for the Social Sciences) for analysis, which allowed more ways of correlating 
data. The use of SPSS enables a range of con1parisons virtually impossible to 
obtain with manual analysis alone. 

Statistical analysis lets us see changing trends through time, and the inter
relationship between demographic variables and the kinds of quilts produced. 
The kinds of questions that can be asked let us look at variations across time 
and region and the effects of deJnographics on quilt production. The data ana
lyzed for this article included (1) associations between group quilting and the 
region where groups were active, (2) patterns in the reasons quilts were made, 
(3) effects of time, place, religion, etcetera, and (4) identification of the quilters, 
by age, religion, etcetera. 

The kinds of infonnation available frame the questions that can be asked. 
For instance/ I would have liked to know when the quilter began quilting/ but 
that question went unasked/ and any answers could be inferred fron") the data 
for only 26 of the 511 quilts. No quilts were identified as the work of Hispanic 
or African-An1erican quilters/ so analysis by ethnicity is also not possible with 
this data. 

Another exarnple of questions I would have liked to ask concerns the impact 
of technology, such as the changes caused by the use of polyester batting, which 
was introduced in the late 1950s. However, because batting cannot be seen, its 
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Fan quilt set in unusual Mohawk trail pattern, begun in the 19405 and finished in 
the 1970s by Doris Sheppard of Winnemucca, Nevada,and quiJted in Baltic, Ohio by 
Malinda Miller. (Ne'uClda Historical Society) 

use can only be inferred frolll the quilt's appearance. Too 111any 1940s quilts 
were listed as having polyester batting for this to be reliable data, and I had 
to eli111inate it as a data category. The data also reflect the varying aTllOunt of 
training of volunteer recorders, as w'ell as the effort to coordinate their results 
with the infornlation provided by quilt owners, who may know little or nothing 
about quilting or about the W0111en who lllade their fan1ily quilts. 

A den10nstration of how material-culture studies and content analysis of 
111agazine articles can be c0111bined to provide new understandings can be seen 
through an exalnple of ten quilts frOl1l the Nevada Heritage Quilt Project. These 
are a 11 attributed to Doris Sheppard, a native Nevadan living in Winnen1ucca, 
in north~central Nevada, with a population of about 6,100 in 2000. Sheppard 
began collecting patterns and Inaking quilt blocks while in high school in 
the 1940s. She made her first quilts for her daughters. She began these two 
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quilts~a Sunbonnet Sue and one of pieced triangles-when she was twenty
nine years old, in 1957 and finished thenl twelve and thirteen years later, in 1969 
and 1970. As the notes say, the quilts "began small when her daughters were 
small. They kept growing, so the quilts did too." 

The sanle quilter completed all ten of Doris Sheppard's quilts: Malinda Miller 
of Baltic, Ohio. There is no indication as to how a wonl.an in Winnemucca, 
Nevada, got in contact with a wonlan in Ohio. There tnay be an unknown 
re]ationship through friends or fanlilYI or this may be the result of contacts 
through batting conlpanies. Stearns and Foster, one of the prilnary batting 
manufachuers, is in Ohio, and the batting companies advertised that they had 
lists of quilters who would finish quilts. Baltic, Ohio, is in Coshocton County, 
imlnediately south of Holmes County, which is Alnish country. There is no 
mention of Malinda Miller in the Ohio state quilt book, but the archives of the 
Ohio Quilt Research Project Inight have lnore infonnation. 

Two of the quilts were "ordered made by Doris Sheppard." Myrtle Raytnore 
nlade them in San Diego in the early 1970s, and, again, Malinda Miller quilted 
them in Ohio. These quilts demonstrate an interstate network of quilt 111akers, 
quilt professionals prOViding services, and possible interconnections with the 
textile industry. 

The 1950s and 1960s have been assumed to be a tinle of declining interest and 
skill in quilting. Several of Doris Sheppard's quilts show the variety of skills 
acquired or maintained through that time. One quilt is a copy of a Florence 
Peto applique quilt, which she enlarged frOln a graphed pattern in Woman's Day 
Inagazine. Another quilt's documentation includes the pattern for a fan cut from 
a newspaper. These are the squares begun in the 1940s. Rather than following 
the suggested layout of individual squares set on point, she created undulat
ing, nested paths called Mohawk Trail. These dem.onstrate an adventurous, 
multi skilled quilter willing to nlake unusual designs from standard patterns 
and tackle replicas of intricate applique frOln the 1930s. She took the patterns 
and nlade thetn her own. 

While this exanlple shows one way of using the archive data, the renlainder of 
this article will sunlmarize the abstracted statistical data from the SPSS analysis, 
focusing on four general questions about quilting during the period between 
the revival of the 1920s and 1930s and the current revival, which began in the 
late 1960s or early 1970s. These are: Who was quilting? Were there regional, 
rural, or urban differences? Were there differences by religion and the activities 
of quilt groups? How did construction methods, materials, and patterns change 
over tiIne? 
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WHO WAS QUILTING 

Did quilt production decline between 1940 and 1975, as lnost quilt histories 
indicate? The NHQP shows that quilts were consistently being produced during 
the tinle period of the Shldy. In fact, more quilts were made in the 1950s and 
1960s than in the 1940s (Table 1). 

TABLE 1 

Number of Quilts Cornpleted by Decade 

Decade Number of Quilts Percentage of Total 

1940-1949 102 20 percent 
1950-1959 145 28 percent 
1960-1969 141 28 percent 
1970-1979 96 19 percent 
1980-1989 27 5 percent 

511 100 percent 

Note: All quilts that contained '[Dark done between 1940 and 1970 1.J.Jere included. 
This includes quilts started before 1940 but completed between 1940 and 1975 and quilts 
begun between those dates but conl.pleted between 1975 and 1990. 

Quilt produ.ction from 1950 to 1970 was relatively constant at 140 quilts every 
10 years. Significantly fewer quilts were produced in the 1940s.6 My research 
shows an increase in the number of quilts produced during each decade fron1 
1940 to 1970 in the NHQP. This indicates only a slight decline fro111 previous 
decades. The counts by Shelley Feazell, author of the only previous scholarly 
work on this subject using the NHQP archives, used different dating criteria? 
Drawing frolll Feazell's previous study of the NHQP it is clear that production 
£roll1 1940 to 1970 was 75 percent of what it had been between 1910 and 1940.8 

Even at those ratesj the nutnber of quilts produ.ced 1940-1970 is higher than 
expected, given existing quilt research. 

Much current research sees the years 1940 to 1970 as a tinle when interest 
in quilting waned or at least stagnate(.i.9 One of the reasons posited is that few 
WOlnen began quilting at this time, and 1110st examples of the craft were the 
work of women who began quilting during the 1930s reviva1. l0 If that were so, 
the average age of NHQP quilters would increase proportionately from 1940 to 
1970 (i.e., in thirty years, the average age would increase thirty years). But the 
NHQP data only partially support this view. The average age at the C0111plction 
of NHQP quilts increased fronl 48.6 years in 1940 to 59.0 years in 1970, a 10.4-
year increase in thirty years (see Table 2). This could be because it was the older 
women who beca111e quilters or fewer young women began quilting. However, 
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"Branded Horses," tnade fron1 scraps of western shirts by Dale DeLong in the early 
1960s. One such quilt was lnade for each of her grandchildren with their individual 
brands quilted in the squares. This quilt was made as Mrs. DeLong "followed buck
aroos around the country." It was a national finalist in the 1978 Good Housekeeping 
quilt contest which included almost 10,000 qujlts. (Nevada Historical Society) 

the average increased only 1.7 years per 5-year period, which lneans either that 
new women began quilting or that the age increased less because older WOluen 
ceased quilting. 

The timing of the increases also is noteworthy. The average age junlped from. 
48.6 years in 1940 to 55.5 years in '1950 and stayed the same during the 1950s, 
jUlnped again to 59.0 years in 1960, then remained the same through the 1960s. 
These jlllnps may indicate periods when few women began quilting, while those 
when the ages stayed the sanle indicate an influx of new qUilters mid decade in 
the 1950s and 1960s. 
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TABLE 2 
Average Age At Quilt Completion, By Five-Year Period 

Year Age 

1940-1944 48.6 
1945-1949 53.0 
1950-1954 55.5 
1955-1959 55.5 
1960-1964 58.8 
1965-1969 59.0 
1970-1974 54.7 
1975-1979 63.2 
1980+ 51.6 

The average age of quilters from the 1960s to the early 1970s significantly 
decreased- by almost four years. This seemed to occur because the number of 
new quilters increased as the current quilt revival got into hlll swing. Quilts 
from 1975 on inchlded only those begun between 1940 and 1970, so inconsistent 
average ages after 1975 may be the result of quilts being started by one person 
and finished by another. 

Regional variations can be seen in the average age of quilters. Quilts lnade in 
the Midwest had the oldest quilters (58.6 years), while quilts made in multiple 
regions had the youngest (50.7 years). The average age for Nevada quilters 
was 52.5, four years younger than all other regions and six years below the 
average for surrounding western states. Nevada's relatively young average 
indicates that the introduction of women to the art of quilting was ongoing 
throughout the time period. To provide a sense of the current average age for 
quil ters, an unofficial average for as Vegas can be seen from a show of hands 
at a local quilt-guild retreat in September 2001: Only 4 of the 110 quilters there 
were younger than age 50. Attendence at this retreat seemed representative of 
quarterly quilt-guild Ineetings, although not necessarily representative of the 
national average, as I had been quilting for almost fifteen years when I joined 
nly first guild at age 30. This is, however, consistent with ages fronl NHQP 
when only one five-year period had an average age younger than 50 years. 

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES 

Previous research has assun1ed that regional differences in quilting largely 
ended during the twentieth century through the ilnpact of national pattern 
C0111pan' es, advertising, and magazines. ll State quilt projects such as Ohio's 
have found regional patterns within the state and differences by religious group, 
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which stemmed from nineteenth-century practices. I divided the quilts into six 
general regions of the United States (East, South, Midwest, Nevada, other West, 
and multiple, which includes tops lllade in one area and quilted in another). 
For Nevada and the West, I found regional practices, but not regional patterns. 
Some practices are found prin1arily in the West, and others are unique to Nevada 
and continued to appear during this time period. 

As an example, for the fifty-three tied quilts, the region where the quilts were 
made was known for fifty. The vast majority (64 percent) were made in the West, 
more than half of which (seventeen quilts) were made in Nevada alone. The 
Nevada quilts constitute 34 percent of the total, n10re than any other region. Why 
this occurred is uncertain, although it seems to be part of the over-alll/make do 
spirit" of Nevada quilts. A quarter of the tied quilts were ll1ade in the Midwest, 
while no tied quilts came from the South and only three from the East. 

The majority of quilts (60 percent) n1ade or begun between 1940 and 1975 
used cotton fabric. Quilts with any woven poly-cotton fabric in their tops were 
included in the poly-cotton category. Other categories include silk-like fabrics, 
woot cOlnbinations of these four categories, and other (i.e., denim, double knit, 
fair ribbons, Bull Durham pouches, etcetera). The inclusion of poly-cotton fab
rics steadily decreased over tilne, with the biggest increase occurring during 
the 1960s. By the 1970s, more than 40 percent of quilts included poly-cotton 
fabric in their tops. More than twice as many poly-cotton quilts were Inade 

Ribbon quilt by Antonia Has]am, Hunter, Utah, 1965. The quilt is made from Mrs. 
Haslan1's husband's Utah State Fair ribbons won for his fancy chickens. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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in Nevada as in any other region. Explaining why, Alice Godwin, one of the 
WOlnen I interviewed, noted both the relative unavailability of all-cotton fabric, 
and the lack of an overriding idea that quilts should be only be made with 100 
percent cotton fabric. 

A. C.: And. this was the one I told you I had trouble finding a print, so 1 just used 
polyester-60 or 80 percent polyester. It's held up great, better than. the cotton! 
(laughing) T don't know why 'U.Je're so against polyester. 

C. H .-P.: At what point did it become important to have all-cotton fabrics? 

A. G.: 1 don't know. l've ne:ver thought it was that important. Just som.e people think. 

C. H.-P.: So the fabrics you got were mixed cottons and poly-cottons. 

A. G.: The cottons have a nice feel to them. The poly-cottons hold. up well, the colors [dol. 

Regionally, silky quilts are prinlarily a product of the West (thirteen of six
teen quilts), with one frcHn the South and two fro TIl the Midwest. Poly-cotton, 
unusual fabrics or cOlnbinations of fabrics, and silky qUilts show a pattern of 
pred()lninance in the West, and in particular in Nevada. Nevada's relatively 
sparse population and rural conditions seeln to have encouraged a maverick and 
make-do spirit that created nontraditional quilts with even greater frequency 
than that found in the West in general and is in stark contrast to other parts of 
the United States. 

When divided by region where quilts were made, friendship quilts were 
overwhelnlingly lnade in the West (94 percent), and in particular in Nevada. 
The vast nlajority of western friendship quilts (eleven of seventeen) were made 
in Nevada, with five others in the West and one frOln. the East. This is the on'ly 
significant pattern of regional differences in the reasons why quilts were made, 
though it Inay be a reflection of the types of quilts chosen by owners for NHQP 
participation. 

Between 1940 and 1970, Nevada was transformed fronl a nIral to an urban 
state. In 1940, nual Nevadans made up 61 percent of the state's population; by 
1970 they represented only 19 percent. 12 For the purposes of this study, I defined 
urban as a city having a population of forty thousand or nlore as of 1990. For the 
NHQP, this included Reno, Las Vegas, Henderson, and Carson City. No quilt days 
were held in North Las Vegas or Sparks, though they exceed that cutoff point. 

One hypothesis was that nnal quilt owners would have nlore knowledge 
about their quilts than urban owners because fewer of the rural quil ts were 
purchased itemsl and because quilting traditions remained stronger there. The 
differences between rural and urban areas are inconsistent. The percentage of 
known birthdates of quilt Inakers is higher in rural areas than in urban areas. 
There were estirnated dates for 47 percent of rural quilts, while 48 percent of 
urban quilts had estinlated dates, but nl0re urban quilts have makers with 
unknown birthdates than do rural quilts (47.6 percent versus. 31.7 percent). 
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Through the years, there were obvious differences in urban and rural areas with 
regard to how the current owner obtained the quilt. While only twenty-seven 
quilts in NHQP were purchased, 78 percent of those are owned by urban dwell
ers. Urban owners n1ight have more access to antique stores, and proportionately 
fewer falnily quilts. And only in an urban area is one likely to find quilts by 
dumpster diving, like one exanlple in NHQP! 

The Inaker's fanlily owned the vast majority (85 percent) of quilts, with 
slightly lllore in rural areas than urban areas. The next most con11non owner 
(8 percent) was the receiver's family, where a gift was given outside the family 
and then passed down through the new fanlily. Such quilts are found more 
frequently in nnal areas than in urban areas. 

RELlGION AND GROUP QUILTING 

For the 315 quilts where the reJigion of the quilt nlaker was known, SOlne 
differences by religion appear. Latter-Day Saint (Mormon) quilters made 34 
percent of the quilts, Catholic quilters 25 percent, and Protestant quilters 41 
percent. Statewide religious affiliation statistics for the l1lid twentieth century 
could not be found, so I averaged 1890 and 1990 statistics to estimate compa
rable percentages. IJ Statewide, 16 percent of the population was MOfll1011, 54 
percent Catholic, 27 percent Protestant, and 2.7 percent Jewish. Thus, Monnon 
and Protestant quilts are disproportionately represented in the state quilt sur
vey, while quilts made by Catholic quilters are underrepresented. The differ
ence for Catholic quilts likely results fr01l1 the underrepresentation of minority 
populations in the quilt survey, which includes no Latino or African-American 
quilters, figures based on a NHQP request that participants list the quilter'S 
ethnic background. 

There are significant differences in the religious distribution of quilt makers 
in the fifteen quilt-day locations. In several slnall con1munities (Bunkerville, 
Logandale, and Panaca/Caliente/Pioche), 57 percent to 86 percent of quilts 
are of Mormon origin. These are all early Monnon settlClnents along the 
eastern border with Utah. Carson City, Tonopah, and Lake Tahoe all show 50 
percent or more of their quilts to be nlade by Catholic quilters, while Reno, 
Hawthorne, Lovelock, and Henderson have 48 to 53 percent of their quilts 
nlade by Protestant quilters. 

Mormonislll first grew largely in the West, and all but two Monnon quilts 
were made in the West. The inlportance of quilting within the Mormon church 
is reflected both in Nevada, where 63 percent of all quilts whose maker's religion 
was known are of Mornlon origin, and in the West, where Mormon qui] ters 
made 46 percent of such quilts. The largest percentage of Catholic quilts (29 
percent) and Protestant quilts (31 percent) came from the Midwest. Few quilts 
came frorn the East, bu t 38 percent of theln were fn.nn Catholic quilters. FroJn 
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"Star of BethleheUl" by Mamie Dunn, 1966 and quilted by the Hartnony Social Club 
in Fallon, Nevada. Malnic Dunn was also a ulclnber of this WOlnens' club that 
quilted dozens of quilts for its 11lclnbers and others of the community. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 

the South, 56 percent of quilts caIne from Protestant quilters. The percentage of 
quilts whose 111aker's religion was unknown was consistently around 36 percent 
across all regions. 

When looking at the reasons for quilting divided by religion, several differ
ent patterns enlerge. Fewer Mormon quilts were made for unknown reasons 
(7 percent versus 15 percent for Protestants, and 24 percent for Catholics). 
Friendship or cOlnmenl0rative quilts are primarily a Monnon phenomenon, 
eight of eleven being made by thenl. Other Mornlon quilts are evenly divided 
among those made for a wedding or an anniversary, a baby or child, and as a 
gift. The pattern for quilts made by Catholics and Protestants are silnilar to one 
another. Baby / child quilts and gift quilts are rnade in similar proportions, while 
wedding/ atmiversary quilts are made less frequently (18 percent of Catholic, 
25 percent of Protestant quilts). 
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GROUP WORK 

I defined a group quilt as one on which more than one person worked on the top or 
the quiltin& though it does not include quilts where the top was made by one person 
and quilted by another. The II group" n1ay be two people, including the quilt-top maker, 
a group of friends or familYt or a social or church group. In the NHQP, ninety-five 
quilts were luade by groups, indudjng fifty-three made by nanled groups. These 
latter divide into three types: homemaker / sodal/ neighborhood clubs (twenty-six)! 
senior centers (two), and churd1 groups (twenty-five) . 

Of all group quilts, the religion of the Inaker is known for sixty-four of njnety-five 
quilts (68 percent). Of those, 30 percent were Monllon, 19 percent Catholic, and 45 percent 
Prob:stant. These proportions are dose to the over-all ratio of Nevada quilts by religion. 
Nevada had an tll1usua lly high percentage of group quilts in comparison to quilts in the 
NHQP slllvey fr0111 other regions of the United States. Of those Nevada group quilts, 
an unusually high percentage was Monnon-luade. This is another indication of the 
significance of Monnon women in contributing to Nevada's quilting tradition. 

Two social clubs, the Hannony Social Club of Fallon and the Hon1en1akers Club 
of Rule! Arkansas, were each responsible for nine of the twenty-six group quilts. In 
both cases! the top Juakers were men1bers of the groups and thus contributed to the 
quilting of their own tops. That relationship is less clear in other groups, which also 
may have "taken in" quilt tops as a fLuldraising effort. 

Given the small nun1ber of quilts from the East whose luakers and quilters were 
known (eleven), finding no group-quilted quilts is not greatly outside the average ex
pectation of one or two quilts (see Table 3). However, the distinction between Nevada 
and the rest of the West (31.9 percent versus 15.0 percent), where more than twice the 
number of quilts was group quilted! indicates a reliance on group quilting not found 
elsewhere. n1e production from one sodal dub in each area skewed the totals for 
both Nevada and the South. By removing then1 fr0111 the calculations, less than 10 
percent of southen1 quilts were group quilted, which brings that area into line with all 
of the other regions. Even with that adjustrnent, however, group quilting accolmted 
for tnore than 25 percent of Nevada quilts. The state difference remains. 

Regio-n 

Nevada 
West 
Midwest 
South 
East 
Multiple 

TABLE 3 
Group Quilts, By Region 

Number of 
Group Quilts 

45 
16 
11 
14 
o 
8 

Percentage of 
Group Quilts 

32 
15 
12 
26 
o 

21 
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METHODS, MATEKLALS, AND KIT USAGE 

The primary methods for constructing tops were by hand (42.5 percent); by 
machine (30.8 percent), and by hand and n1achine combined (9.0 percent). The 
use of Ina chine constnlction and combination hand-and-nlachine construction 
kept growing until 1970. From 1955 through 1970, less than 50 percent of quilts 
were hand pieced. The low point for hand construction was between 1965 and 
1969 when 38 percent of quilts were hand sewn and 50 percent were Inachine 
sewn. This highli gh ts the dramati c reversal froin 1970 to 1975, when 52 percent 
were hand sewn and 39 percent were machine n1ade. Combination constnlction 
did not change dramatically during that tinle. Women in the 1970s retunled to 
traditional hand construction, reversing an increasing trend toward machine 
construction, though n1achine use hovers around 50 percent from then on. 

While machine construction clearly increased, hand quilting remained the 
nonn. Quilting is visible, and expectations of hand quilting appear to have 
remained the saIne during this tinle. In contrast, top constulction is largely 
jnvisible. An increasing emphasis on production and tilne constraints instead 
of process cou ld have accompanied the increase in lllachine construction. From 
1956 to 1960, the titl<:s of 9 percent of 111agazine articles contained the words 
Ileasy," "quick," or "speedy," and for the years 1961-1965, the figure was 8 
percent. Before and after this titne, fewer than 5 percent of the articles used 
such terminology. The begiIuling of the current revival placed an e1l1phasis on 
traditional construction and the process of quil ting, so that women were more 
willing to spend the extra time on hand piecing and applique. 

Hand quilting remained the expected norm throughout the time period. The 
vast lllajority of quilts continued to be made by hand (83 percent). Frotn 1965 on, 
machine quilting and tying becalne more populal~ dropping the percentage of 
hand-quilted quilts below 80 percent, yet never less than 77 percent of all quilts. 
While the frequency of machine quilting changed during this tin1e period, from 
a single one of fifty-four quilts from 1945 to 1949 (2 percent), to 9 percent fro In 
1940 to 1944 and after 1975, the total nUlllber of quilts is so s111all that no over-all 
pattern through tilne is discernable. Aesthetic and use considerations appear 
to be the dominant concerns in determining the type of quilting Inethod used. 
Technological changes such as walking feet and long-arlll sewing machines were 
not available until the 1980s and 1990s, restricting the type of machine quilting 
that could be done. 

Of the 511 quil ts in NHQB 53 were tied. Most of the tied quilts were made 
between 1960 and 1975 (31 of 53 quilts) with an average of 10 quilts per five-year 
period. Before and after, 7 or fewer tied quilts were made per five-year period. 
This coincides with the increasing average age of quilters, though the average 
age of quilters who tied quilts is 59.6 years, older than any of the averages by 
five-year time period. Tying seems to be more related to the age of the quilter 
than to the time period when the quilt was made. 
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"Keene; s Quilt" by Mary Dinard. This quilt was quilted with the help of friends and 
family, then given as a wedding present. It was fronl a 1940s guilt kit, rediscovered 
about 1960, and worked on for fifteen years. It won an honorary mention at a Las 
Vegas fair c. 1977. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Quilts Inade from kits accounted for 11.5 percent of the total NHQP sample. 
Kit usage is highest from 1955 to 1964 and 1970 to 1974, but is found throughout 
the entire tiule period studied. While only ten of almost two hundred articles 
written frOll1 1940 to 1970 nlention quilt kits, seven of them were published 
between 1958 and 1964, which is reflected in the peak tilne for kit quilts found 
in th~ NHQP. Over-all, the lTIOst popular style of kit quilt was the embroidery
only quilt (30 percent), followed by quilts that cOlnbined piecing, applique, 
and / or embroidery (29 percent) and applique quilts (22 percent) (see Table 4). 
Only one whole-cloth kit quilt and five pieced kit quilts could be found, though 
pieced kits are hard to identify without dOCulnentation from the time period. 
Applique and enlbroidered quilts were found throughout the thirty-five-year 
period, though the popularity of enlbroidered quilts peaked after 1965, while 
applique kit quilts were spread evenly throughout the period. 
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TABLE 4 
Kit-made Quilts by Top Type 

Top Type Percentage 

Embroidered 35.6 
COlnbination 28.8 
Applique 22.0 
Pieced 8.5 
Other 3.4 
Whole cloth 1.7 

What cannot be known from the quilts themselves without more extensive 
information is the level of tnodification Inade to suit individual tastes. Looking 
at slides of the quilts, T was struck by the differences among individual quilts, 
even as they followed a pattern. In one example from interviews/ Delores 
Vervey addressed this question: 

I used to always use Mountain Mist quilt batting. And one of the pat
terns- oh/ this was one of Illy very best quilts. I think it's called Morning 
Glory. Ies appliqued. And I think it was a kit I sent away for. I got pink, blue, 
and lavender, and those were the flowers . It seems to Ine there were a lot of 
vines that I embroidered. And then, because I like the insects, 1 went in with 
different fabrics and I sat and stitched several grasshoppers on there. And 
I enlbroidered butterflies. The patterns for the butterflies were off of wrap
ping paper. They looked like satin-stitch butterflies, and so T satin-stitched 
butterflies around in there . And I put in ladybugs that I embroidered. And 
then J quilted butterflies in there/ and I sajd "these are spirits of butterflies 
lost." And that's one of n1y very/ very best qUilts . It's actually wonderful, 
quite gorgeous. And it got a grand champion in the Nevada State Fair. 
H was one of my very, very carl y ones. 

State quilt projects offer a vast atnount of potential information about won1-
en's livest and they document the artistic production of 111 any women for whon1 
we have very little other information. Quilts reflect a growing acceptance of 
Inachine construction techniques and the use of the new synthetic fabrics- a 
sign that quilters, ngaged in an age-old art relished the postwar conSlllner 
boonl. Although the average age of quilters increased between 1940 and 1975, 
there were also women who had only recently discovered quilbng. Few quilts 
were identified as being first quilts/ so why and how these women became 
interested in quilting is unclear. In my interviews, several women said they 
111ade quilts for their new babies in the 1950s and 1960s, although these might 
have been the quilts they took forty years to make. Morn1on quilters were an 
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intrinsic part of maintaining the quilting tradition in Nevada. The Nevada 
Heritage Quilt Project offers a new way to view the changes in technology and 
social organization that affected women's lives after World War III as well as 
doclunenting the ways in which migrants from other states changed the face 
of Nevada quilting. 

Flower star quilt made in 1964 by AlIna Murphy and quilted by the Relief Society of 
Elko, Nevada. The quilt was made to honor Nevada's centennial. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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Notes & Documents 
New Acquisitions at the Nevada Historical Society 

NEVADA HISTORICAL SOCIETY STAFF 

LmRARY 

The Nevada Historical Society recently received a donation of Sanborn fire 
insurance maps of Nevada towns: Austin 1907, revised to 1941; Battle Mountain 
1927/ revised to 1952; Carson City 1907, revised to 1952; Dayton 1907/ revised 
to 1930; Elko 1927, revised to 1952; Ely (including East Ely) 1923/ revised to 
1952; Eureka 1907, revised to 1941; Fallon 1923, revised to 1943; Gardnerville 
1923, revised to 1943; and Hawthorne 1942, revised to 1943. Sanborn maps are 
created for insurance companies for underwriting purposes. Researchers find 
thetTI very useful for charting the deve]oplllent and growth of cities, towns, and 
neighborhoods. They provide a visual representation of residential, industriat 
and commercial developlllent over time. The maps show property boundary 
lines/ what types of structures are on a piece of property and what they are 
made of, as well as showing street names and their locations. 

The Sanbonl Map COlllpany was founded in 1866 to provide detailed informa
tion of potential .fire risks to residential, cOlnnlercial, and industrial buildings. The 
company has produced nlaps for more than twelve thousand towns and cities 
across the Uni ted States. To see a list of Sanborn lllaps for all the states and their 
locations, go to http://www.lib.berkeley.edu / EART / sanbul.httnl. 

Michael Maher 
Librarian 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

The Anna Box Collection is an important new donation at the Nevada His
torical Society. The collection jncludes two albums, two copies of Inounted 
photographs, and copies or origjnals of fourteen significant postcards, all dat
ing from the turn of the last century to the 1930s. The Inost important single 
itenl is Anna Box's personal photo a1bum depicting her life growing up in 
Hawthorne during this period when Hawthorne was a ranching and mining 
center. Hawthorne becalne host to one of the West Coast's major nlilitary
ordinance depots. 

Amla's father, George Box, who emigrated fron1 Canada in 1870, was a stage
coach owner. George had previously worked on the Denver-Greeley Railroad, 
and used his savings to secure a wool contract from the War Department. In 
1896, George Inarried Wilhehnina Striker of Bodie, California. They had two 
children, Anna and George, Jr. During the rich 1906 gold strike at the Lucky 
Boy Mine, west of town, George sta ked several claims. Perhaps more ilnpor
tant, Mr. Box also controlled the transportation business from the railroad to 
this camp. George, Jr. worked as a driver and later became a contractor. Anna 
Inarried Thompson 1. Nixon of Reno. 

One early (1880s) photograph shows George, his wife, Minnie (Wilhelmina), 
and Anna in front of their first pioneer~style ranch house near Hawthorne. 
Another nlounted photograph shows George shoeing a horse in front of his 
stables. Anna's album contains photographs of her father's stagecoaches and 
freight teams; scenes of Hawthorne, such as the Lucky Boy Cafe; horse-riding 
outings with friends and family; and their later automobile trips throughout 
the area, including ones to Walker Lake and Walley's Hot Springs. Anna, by 
then known as Nannie Ann, was the Inother of Lois Midgley (who married 
Denver Dickerson, the son of Nevada governor Denver Dickerson), and the 
grandmother of Diane and Delcey Dickerson. Another alburn in the collection 
dates from the 1950s and consists of photographs taken by a Chinese-Alnerkan 
WOlllan, Ming Lee Wang, on hunting and fishing trips with Nixon and Box 
falllily nlembers. 

Lee Brumbaugh 
Curator of Photography 
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The Box fan111y ranch/ Hawthorne, Nevada, 1889. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Anna Box in Hawthorne, Nevada, c. ·1908. (Nevada Historical Societlf) 
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Mineral specinlens £ron1 the Con-Virginia Mine, Virginia City! Nevada. 
(Nevada H·istorical SocieJ:y) 

MUSEUM 

In recent months, the Nevada Historical Society has acquired a nlllnber of 
in1portant artifacts through generous donations. Withou t funds to purchase 
artifacts, the historical society must rely on the generosity of the public. Ob
taining artifacts fron1 historic Nevada families and businesses is a crucial part 
of the society! s collecting mission. These itelns represent h11portant aspects 
of Nevada's history that 111ight be lost to future generations. 

The Read family donated a utilitarian basket. Dr. Read, who was a prac
ticing physician during the 1950s, and his family lived in the Elko area. Dr. 
Read received a Nevada winnowing basket as paylnent for services rendered 
to one of his patients at the tin1e. The weaving and over-all condition of the 
basket are excellent, with only slight discoloration on the surface of the basket 
from. possible use. 

Fred Holabird! owner of Holabird Americana, facilitated the donation of six 
Com.stock mineral spechllens originally collected by the late J alnes Quirk, a 
miner and sheriff in Virginia City! Nevada, circa 1890-1900. These historica lly 
valuable specimens are £raIn the original Ophir or Con-Virginia Inines. This 
quality of high-grade ore specin1ens of the bonanza period would have been 
valued at about $400 per ton at the time of discovery. 

The donation of a railroad toolbox is a carpenter's dreall1. The toolbox 
includes all of the original tools used by a carpenter / mechanic who worked 
at the Southern Pacific Depot, stationed in Fallon, Nevada. Several of the 
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Little red chair from the kindergarten at 
Veterans Melnorial Elementary School, 
Reno; Nevada . 
(Nevada Historical Society) 

Winnowing basket fronl Elko, 
Nevada, at least forty-five years old. 

(Nevada Historical Societ'1f) 
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tools include the original S. P. identi fication mark staTnped onto the surface. 
The historical society was fortunate to receive such a cOlnplete donation. 

Another generous donation can1e from Grace and Bud Fujii: a World War 
II WAC uniform and insignia belonging to the late Major Sylvia Ernest of 
Reno. Mrs. Fujii had created an exhibit on Ms. Ernest several years ago for 
the Reno Alumni Museum, and the falnily recently asked her to forward this 
wonderful gannent to the society. Mrs. Fujii also donated a wooden desk froln 
Northside Elelnentary School and a small, red wooden chair that was used in 
the kindergartt.n at Veterans Meul0rial School. Bud Fujii has for many years 
collected and displayed canleras and accessories £rOn1 World War I through 
the 1970s. Through his donation, the society acquired thirty-seven working 
cameras and accessories. 

Sheryln Hayes-Zorn 
Registrar/Curator 
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Give the Gift of the Past! 

A n1elnbership in the Nevada Historical Society makes the perfect gift for 
the friend or family n1enlber who shares your fascination with Nevada's heri
tage. A year's gi ft 111elnbership brings all the benefits you enjoy: four issues of 
the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly, free adJu.ission to all seven mUseUlllS 
in the Nevada Division of Museums and History, a 15% discount in all the 
mUSClllns' stores, invitations to exhibition openings, progran1S a 1d events, 
the Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs Newsletter. Plus, any anlount over $18 
that is paid in nlenlbership fees is tax deductible and supports the educational 
progranlming of the Nevada Historical Society. 

Membership Categories 
Yes, I want to give it gift of membership in the Nevada Historical 
Society at the following level: 

Individual 
Fmnily 
Sustaining 
Contributing 
Patron 
Benefactor 
Senior* 

$35 
$50 

$100 
$250 
$500 

$1/000 
$20 

*For those seniors who wou.ld simply like free adrnissio1'1, the 15% rnu.sewn store discounts, 
and the divisional ne'lDsletter, and n.ot the Nevada Historical Q·uarterly, we h.ave created a special 
senior rnemlJership category. For those seniors who would also like to receive the Nevada Historical 
Qu.arterly, me1tlhership at the higher levels, lJeginn.ing at $35, is available. 

Member Information 

Nanle(s) _ ___________ ______ ~ _ _ ______ _ 

Address ______________________________________________________ ___ 

City State ___ _ Zip _____ __ 

Phone: HOlne ---------------------- Business ___ _________ ~ 

New Melnbcrship Renewal 
~-

Date 
--------~----------

Mail this form and your check to: Nevada Historical Society 
1650 N. Virginia St. 
Reno, NV 89503 



AVAILABLE NOW 

University of Nevada Press, ISBN: 0-87417-663-8, May 2006 

In Devils Will Reign/ acclaimed historian Sally Zanjani recounts the 1110nlentous 
early history of the territory that is now known as Nevada. Dr. Zanjani is a fac
ulty 111ember of the Department of Political Science at the University of Nevada/ 

Reno/ and the author of eight books on the history of Nevada and the West. 

DISCOUNTED PRICE THROUGH THE N EVADA HISTORICAL SOCIETY S TORE: 

$25.00, plus shipping and handling. 

Doumloadable order form at the Museum Store's webpage at 
wu.rw. NevadaCulture.org, or call 775-688-17 91, ext. 225. 

Ms. J. Dandini, Store Manager 

Nevada Historical Society 
1650 N. Virginia Street 

Reno, NV 89503 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Jim Gibbons, Go'Uern.or 

DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
Michael E. Fischer, Director 

DIVISION OF MUSEUMS AND HISTORY 
Peter D. Barton, Acting Administrator 

ADMINISTRATION 
Peter L. Bandurraga, Director 
Michael P. Maher, Librarian 
Lee P. Brumbaugh/ Curator (~f Photography 
Mella Rothwell Harmon, Curator of History 
Eric N. Moody, Curator of Manuscripts 
Sheryln Hayes-Zorn, Registrar 

BOARD OF MUSEUMS AND HISTORY 
Bob Stoldal, Chairmrm! Las Vegas 
Sue Fawn Chung! Las Vc:7gas 
Renee Diamond! Las Vegas 
Donald Hardesty, Reno 
Kara Kelley, Las Vegas 
Cathie Kelly~ Hen.derson 
Daniel Markoff, Las Vegas 
Robert A. OstrovskYI Las Vegas 
Robert Oxoby, Gardnerville 
Janice Pine, Reno 
Karen K. Wells, Reno 

Founded in 1904, the Nevada Historical Society seeks to advance the study of the heritage 
of Nevada. The Society publishes scholarly studies, indexes, guidebooks, bibliographies, 
and the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly; it collects manuscripts, rare books, artifacts, 
historical photographs and maps, and Inakes its collections available for research; it 
maintains a museum at its Reno facility; 3Jld it is engaged in the development and 
publication of educationaltnatcrials for use in the public schools. 
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